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News insight: Truck safety

Increased interest in London’s DVS means it
may be adopted nationally or internationally

Many cyclists only feel
safe if they can see the
face of the HGV driver

HGVs disproportionately involved in collisions with cyclists and pedestrians in London and Manchester
By Gareth Roberts
ities across the UK could be about to follow
London’s lead and introduce enhanced safety
standards for trucks based on the Direct Vision
Standard (DVS).
Transport for London (TfL) says it has received
a lot of interest in its scheme both in the UK and
in mainland Europe, and it is keen to see the
safety standard rolled out nationwide.
“Our end goal is not to have a specific regulation for
London,” said Alina Tuerk, delivery planning manager for
freight at TfL. “We really want this to go wider than London,
rather like FORS (Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme).
“It has the potential to become national; it has the potential
to become international.”
The DVS, announced in 2016 by Mayor of London Sadiq
Khan, was developed to improve the design of heavy goods
vehicles (HGVs) involved in collisions with vulnerable roadusers, where a contributory factor was the blind spot.
However, Tuerk told delegates at the recent FORS
members’ conference that HGVs being disproportionately
involved in collisions with cyclists and pedestrians is “not
unique” to London (see graph below).
Both London and Manchester are above the urban average.
The capital reports eight casualties per billion cyclist kilometres, while Manchester reports five, compared with a
national average of just below four.
More than 140 cyclists were killed or seriously injured on
Greater Manchester roads last year. Several collisions
involving HGVs have also occurred in the city centre in the past
few months, resulting in serious injuries for cyclists involved.
Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM) told Commercial
Fleet it had been following the London initiative and acknowledged the safety benefits it provides for road users.
A spokesman said: “We are exploring a range of HGV- and
cycle-related measures to improve road safety on Greater

C

140+
cyclists killed or seriously
injured on Greater Manchester
roads last year

Alina Tuerk, TfL
Manchester’s roads. However, we are aware that a successful
implementation of this specific measure could be dependent on
a number of factors such as additional legislation and funding.”
Bristol, meanwhile, which became Britain’s first ‘cycling
city’ in 2008, said it supported the London initiative, but that
it was “too soon” to tell if it would follow suit.
The DVS has already gained traction with European lawmakers. In May, direct vision for trucks was one of the safety
measures included in the European Commission’s review of
the General Safety Regulation, which governs European
vehicle safety and design regulations.

London ban
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“Our end goal
is not to have
a specific
regulation
for London”

Using a star system, the DVS rates HGVs more than 12
tonnes from zero (lowest) to five (highest), based on how
much the driver can see directly through their cab windows,
as opposed to indirectly through cameras or mirrors.
The Mercedes-Benz Econic low cab gets five stars, for
example, while the Volvo FMX, without lower door window,
receives a zero-star rating. With the door window it is worthy
of a single star.
Zero-rated trucks will be banned from October 26, 2020,
with one- and two-star trucks banned from 2024.
TfL, however, has proposed a HGV Safety Permit scheme,
so trucks not reaching the required standard can continue
operating in Greater London if they have certain safety equipment fitted – a so-called ‘Safe System’ approach.
Trucks reaching the required DVS, will automatically have
a permit issued, while those having an insufficient star rating
will have to take the so-called ‘Safe System’ approach.
Subject to final consultation, they will include: blind spot
elimination and minimisation through cameras, both Class
V and VI mirrors, and a sensor system with driver alerts.
They would also be expected to be fitted with audible alerts
and safety measures to minimise physical impact, such as
side-underrun protection.
Furthermore, TfL says it will recommended that all drivers
(including those exempt or not in scope of Driver Certificate of
Professional Competence) shall undergo specific training on
the safety of vulnerable road users and the use and limitations
of supplementary vehicle safety equipment.

Vision zero

When the rules are tightened in 2024, TfL says it will
take into account any additional technology or safety
equipment not available in 2020.
This will become known as the ‘Progressive Safe
System’ and will only include equipment that can be retrofitted to the HGV, is industry recognised and readily available on the market at the time.
TfL previously announced there would be no charge for
permits and they would start issuing them next October.
The final consultation will take place early next year,
more than likely from January.
It will include how best to provide hauliers with information on qualifying equipment for the proposed Safe
System. It will also consider how the DVS permits will be
administered.
The preferred option for enforcement is through an
automatic number plate recognition (ANPR) system.

The DVS forms part of a ‘Vision Zero’ action plan launched
in July by London’s mayor, TfL and the Metropolitan Police.
The aim is to eliminate all deaths and serious injuries from
the transport network by 2041.
The plan includes the introduction of lower speed limits on
TfL’s road network, improvements to existing dangerous
junctions and the Direct Vision Standard.
Alongside the enforced changes to trucks, all new London
buses must also include new safety measures, including
speed limiters, audible alerts for pedestrians and other
road-users, and more blindspot mirrors and reversing
cameras from next year.
TfL also recently teamed up with the Metropolitan Police
for ‘Operation Vision Zero’, which clocked up 4,758 driving
offences in two weeks – more than 800 offences higher than
an average two week period in 2016.
TfL told Commercial Fleet that 507 drivers were stopped for
mobile phone use, 654 for speeding, 559 caught driving
without insurance and 1,394 for mechanical defects.
Officers also dealt with 519 cycling offences such as red
light jumping.

Visibly safer
In a previous DVS consultation, 91% said they agreed or
strongly agreed that the amount an HGV driver can see
directly through the cab’s windows plays a role in collisions with vulnerable road users.
Similarly, 92% either agreed or strongly agreed that the
amount a driver can directly see should be improved to
reduce HGV road risk (commercialfleet.org, June 15).
New research from Mercedes-Benz Trucks revealed a
similar set of results, with four in five motorcyclists and
cyclists saying they need to see a driver’s face in order to
feel safe on the road.
However, while 90% of respondents were aware that
truck drivers have restricted visibility, more than half
(58%) admitted to having stopped or passed on the inside
of a truck, which then turned left.
TfL commissioned its own research, which revealed
that when comparing indirect and direct vision, a driver
with indirect vision has a 0.7-second slower reaction time.
Tuerk said that may sound like a “very small number”
but at 15mph it translated into an extra stopping distance
of almost five metres. “Even at 5mph it’s an extra metreand-a-half,” she said.

Bike smart

Online
www.
commercialfleet.org/
london-dvs

Last month’s Road Safety Week (November 19-25), organised by the road safety charity Brake, called for drivers to be
‘Bike Smart’.
New analysis by Brake found that, on average, those on
two wheels are 63 times more likely to be killed or seriously
injured on British roads, per mile travelled, than car drivers.
Last year, 6,043 motorcyclists, 5,604 cyclists and 1,801
pedestrians were killed or injured per billion road miles they
travelled. This compares with 238 car occupants and 61
truck drivers.
In its annual Fleet Survey Report, published last month,
three-quarters (74%) of respondents said their organisation
has the right policies in place to protect cyclists, motorcyclists and pedestrians.
Interestingly, nine out of 10 respondents to the fleet survey
(92%) said cyclists could do more to protect themselves on
the roads.
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FTA framework leads to zero-emission future
Future Logistics Conference hears about the FTA’s four building blocks to help shape policy
By Matt de Prez
educing atmospheric emissions is at the heart
of the Freight Transport Association’s (FTA) new
Future Logistics framework. Speaking at the
organisation’s inaugural conference on the
subject, FTA CEO David Wells said achieving
zero emissions logistics is achievable by 2050.
“We are targeting the year 2050, in line with
Government thinking. We must define the ideal to help policy
makers make the right decisions for the future,” said Wells.
His ambition includes achieving nearzero road deaths,
helped by the adoption of new autonomous safety technology.
The introduction of zeroemission vehicles, consolidation
of loads and new legislation will be among FTA priorities.
“There won’t be a magic wand giving us unlimited energy
or road space. This challenge will be as much about Govern
ment and regulators changing their approach as it is about
the logistics industry itself,” Wells said.
The FTA has developed four building blocks, intended to
capture all the elements of the logistics supply chain from a
policy perspective.
Optimising infrastructure is the first, covering availability,
capacity, interchanges between modes, ease of admin, data
to plan the journey and power for zero emission travel.
Technology is the second building block and will become
more significant in the future, according to Wells.
“The primary focus is changes in the transport units them
selves,” he said. “But, it’s also systems, delivery and receiving
technology, smart infrastructure, back office information
sharing systems, as well as more intelligent enforcement by
our regulatory authorities.”
While some fear that technology will replace people in the
logistics sector, Wells said there will still be a need for
employees, but it will change the type of people needed and
is a key concern.
“More technology skills will be required and high level
systems management capability. Logistics has a challenge
as it is not seen as career choice for those people today.
“Only by increasing standards, delivering great experi
ences, and promoting a positive reputation will we be able
to attract the right and sufficient talent to join the industry
and secure its future,” Wells said.
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Chief executive officer
David Wells outlines the
FTA’s plans to delegates

FTA head of policy
Christopher Snelling
addresses the conference

2050
the target year for achieving
zero emissions logistics

“We need
to build a
system at
every level
that can
adapt to the
changing
nature of
society”
David Wells, FTA

In the future, he believes logistics must be integral to
villages, towns and cities, as well as the national economy:
“It will have to work with how we shop, manufacture and
distribute. This will require new business models, better
forms of regulation and a clearer view of what a sustainable
society looks like.
“Satisfying customer demand is the lifeblood of the logis
tics industry. Things will change in ways we can only guess
at. We need to build a system at every level that can adapt
to the changing nature of society.”
Christopher Snelling, head of UK policy at the FTA,
explained that the urban environment is the most complex
place to do logistics and is always massively underestimated
by policymakers.
He believes the current performance on safety, congestion
and emissions will not be tolerated in the longer term.
“We feel a good amount of certainty about the degree of
travel on emissions and safety between now and 2050, but
when it comes to congestion the technological solutions are
less clear.
“The physical constraints of the vehicle remain. There is a
lack of understanding by policy audiences about what makes
efficient urban logistics. Policymakers say a bus is more
efficient than a car, but when it comes to logistics there is an
inbuilt bias against any larger vehicle,” said Snelling.

Electric vehicle growth within five years
As the FTA outlined its ambition for zeroemission logistics
by 2050, Richard Foster, commercial assistance manager at
The AA, revealed survey data that suggests operators are
looking to go electric within the next five years.
The organisation’s annual Commercial Fleet Insight report
found fleets keen to play their part in tackling air pollution.
More than 75% of respondents said improving air quality
was important to their organisation.
A third of operators say they expect to be using electric
vehicles within the next five years.
But, the majority of fleets said they feel that the current
approach to air pollution is unfair.
“There is no silver bullet in solving this problem and it will
require numerous actions from different angles in order to
clean up our air,” said Foster.
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DVSA aims to crack down on old tyre usage
Separate TRL study into tyre ageing expected to report back in the spring
By Gareth Roberts
he Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA)
has vowed to investigate commercial fleet operators if found using a tyre more than 10 years old.
The Government agency says if an operator is
unable to provide an adequate explanation for
using an old tyre, or their tyre management
systems are not up to standard, it may refer them
to the Office of the Traffic Commissioner for potential regulatory action.
The announcement, made to coincide with last month’s
Road Safety Week, includes an update to the DVSA’s Guide
to Maintaining Roadworthiness to ensure heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) and public service vehicles (PSVs) remain safe
to drive by limiting the use of old tyres.
The Guide to Maintaining Roadworthiness is aimed at
commercial drivers and operators and gives them guidance
on how to make sure their vehicles are safe to drive.
It includes tips on walk around checks, the rules around
regular safety inspections for vehicles, and the standards
expected for all elements of mechanical vehicle safety.
“DVSA’s priority is to protect everyone from unsafe drivers
and vehicles,” said the organisation’s chief executive Gareth
Llewellyn.
“Tyre safety is vital and DVSA has always taken strong
action to protect the public from unsafe tyres of all ages.
“By changing our approach, we’re sending the message
that no one should use tyres more than 10 years old.”
The roadworthiness guide builds on previous guidance
issued by the Department for Transport (DfT) in 2013, setting
out that tyres that have reached the age of 10 years should
not be used on a steering axle, and stipulating strict conditions if they are to be used at all.
It followed the death of Michael Molloy, who was one of
three people who died in a coach crash in 2012, after the
failure of one of the vehicle’s tyres.
The tyre in question had been in use for more than 19
years, and was fitted to the front axle of the coach.
Since then, staff from the DVSA routinely check the age of
tyres on these vehicles every year, as well as in fleet and
roadside inspections.
It has now also updated its Categorisation of Defects document, aimed at enforcement staff, to identify a tyre aged
more than 10 years old fitted to any heavy vehicle or trailer.
Finding out a tyre’s age is simple, as tyres manufactured
after the year 2000 have a four-digit code, displayed on the
side wall, with the first two digits representing the week of
manufacture and third and fourth digits representing the
year.
Phil Lloyd, head of engineering at the Freight Transport
Association (FTA), said: “Although commercial drivers are

T

“No one should use tyres
more than 10 years old”
Gareth Llewellyn, DVSA
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The age of a tyre is clearly
shown on its side wall

19
years was the age of tyre
involved in a death crash

responsible for ensuring they check the general condition of
their tyres daily, a more in-depth inspection should be undertaken by vehicle engineers or tyre inspectors.
“FTA advises all drivers to request an age evaluation as
part of their vehicle check.
“Older tyres may look sound at first glance, but on closer
inspection, a small crack or perishing of the rubber
compound may be evident – the effects of which may
compromise both the safety of the tyre and the vehicle.”
In 2016-17 (the latest figures available), DVSA enforcement
staff performed:
■ 64,690 safety checks on HGVs and issued 17,405 prohibitions;
■ 9,787 safety checks on light goods vehicles and issued
5,434 prohibitions; and
■ 11,324 mechanical safety checks on buses and coaches,
issuing 1,760 prohibitions.
Road Haulage Association (RHA) technical director Paul
Allegra said: “Remember, the older the tyre, the greater the
risk of sidewall failures and tread separation occurring,
placing you, your employees and others at risk.”
The DfT commissioned scientists from TRL (the Transport
Research Laboratory) in March to conduct a 12-month study
into tyre ageing, and whether over time, the integrity of tyres
degrades to such an extent that they become unsafe.
DfT said it is continuing to work with experts to collect
robust evidence on older tyres and expects to be able to
report back in the spring.
The Guide to Maintaining Roadworthiness has also been
updated to help resolve bridge strikes, which are often
caused by drivers failing to appreciate the height of their
vehicle.
The revision provides further guidance for drivers to help
make sure they record the height of their vehicle during their
daily walk around checks.
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JLP trucks to be biomethane-powered by 2028
Stores and supermarkets giant expects to save up to £56m from making the 100% switch

The JLP fleet already has 61
biomethane trucks in operation

By Tom Seymour
he John Lewis Partnership (JLP) will switch its
fleet of 560 diesel-powered heavy trucks to 100%
renewable biomethane-powered versions by
2028, saving up to £56 million in the process.
Justin Laney, partner and general manager of
central transport, JLP, told Commercial Fleet that
transitioning the fleet to an alternative fuel will be
a significant investment due to the high upfront costs.
However, the biomethane fleet is expected to deliver cost
savings of between £75,000 and £100,000 per vehicle over
their lifetime due to lower running costs.
Each new biomethane truck can run up to 500 miles and,
as biomethane is cheaper than conventional diesel, they
have lower operating costs than their diesel equivalents. It
takes around five minutes to refuel a lorry from empty to
full.
Once converted, delivery trucks of Waitrose & Partners
and John Lewis & Partners will save more than 49,000
tonnes of CO2 every year – equivalent to the carbon footprint
of 6,000-plus UK households. Each biomethane truck emits
80% less CO2 than a standard diesel alternative.
The announcement came during the Government’s Green
GB Week, which detailed that 18% of the UK’s greenhouse
car emissions for road transport come from HGVs. HGVs
also represent 70% of JLP’s transport emissions.
The partnership has been trialling biomethane trucks
since 2015 as a low-carbon alternative to diesel, with 61
already in operation, or about to be delivered, and the biomethane fuel is supplied by CNG Fuels.
Laney said: “The levels of pollutants related to air quality
(particulates and NOx) from biomethane trucks are extremely
low and well within the latest Euro 6 limits, but because these
limits were so low already for current requirements we don’t
claim a significant NOx and PM benefit for these biomethane
vehicles compared with the current fleet.
“Noise levels are around half those of diesel vehicles,
which is really important in urban areas. Finally, we are also
trialling a solution for refrigerated trailers where we run
these trailers using power derived from the clean gas truck,
and believe this could deliver significant air quality benefits,
and a further noise reduction benefit.”
As the fleet’s diesel trucks come up for replacement, John
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49,000
tonnes of CO2 will be saved each
year by JLP delivery trucks

“Noise levels
are around
half those
of diesel
vehicles”
Justin Laney, John
Lewis Partnership

Lewis Partnership will buy gas ones to replace them. It’s this
replacement cycle that will determine the 2028 deadline.
JLP has worked with the Biofuels Department at Imperial
College London to assess the sustainability of 13 fuels and
fuel combinations to help reduce emissions in its HGV fleet.
Biomethane was identified as the best choice to displace
diesel for emissions based on efficiency and cost savings.
Further work then determined the most sustainable feedstocks or sources to make the biomethane.
Laney said: “We believe biomethane is the right choice for
long distance heavy trucks for the next 20 to 25 years, while
technology and infrastructure for zero emission vehicles
becomes viable.”
Long term, Laney believes JLP would transition to electric
long-distance heavy trucks once the infrastructure is in
place to charge lorries en-route.
Biomethane is produced from organic waste and can be
used for vehicles that run on compressed natural gas (CNG).
Other fleets, including Argos and Brit European longdistance articulated lorries, are also using the food wastederived fuel in CNG trucks.
The fuel has been independently verified as renewable and
sustainable, and approved under the Department for Transport’s Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation (RTFO) scheme.
Renewable biomethane is distributed through gas pipelines to refuelling stations owned and operated by CNG Fuels
where it is compressed into fuel.
Philip Fjeld, CNG Fuels chief executive, said: “Renewable
and sustainably sourced biomethane for HGVs is attracting
increased interest. We are expanding our refuelling infrastructure nationwide as a result.”
It currently operates two high capacity stations – in Leyland,
Lancashire, and Crewe, Cheshire.
CNG Fuels is developing a nationwide network of refuelling
stations on major trunking routes fed by the high-pressure
gas grid. The company is also developing ‘daughter’ stations
in customer depots within 100 miles of its ‘mother’ stations
and will deliver gas by trailer “at similar cost”.
CNG Fuel customers will be issued with a certificate stating
that they have purchased sustainable, renewable fuel and
setting out its carbon content. Including fuel duty, biomethane
CNG typically sells at 65p/kg (the equivalent of 49p/litre for
diesel), before VAT. Prices are lower for bulk customers.
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FTA Transport Manager Conference

drivers urged to be moree honest
h
when in trouble
Many attend investigations without letting employers
know they are being interviewed. That’s not the best way
to address the matter, says senior traffic commissioner
By Christopher Smith
ore than 21,000 drivers have been referred
by the authorities to the traffic commissioners over the past year, with 3,200 called
to a hearing and just over a third of those
suspended or revoked.
The process is entirely separate from the
court system and exists to assess if the
driver is fit to hold a vocational licence. Referrals come via
the Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA), Driver and
Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA), Health and Safety Executive (HSE), police and local traffic offices.
However, the number of suspensions could’ve been far
fewer had the drivers in question been more honest and
upfront with their employers.
Drivers are rarely represented during the hearing process,
according to Richard Turfitt, senior traffic commissioner and
traffic commissioner for the East, because most of them had
not informed their employer.
However, he added: “It means a lot when the transport
manager is willing to support a driver. If the driver has
already been disciplined and a process is underway to
support them, this can be taken into account.”
The statutory guidance documents were updated at the
end of October and provide greater clarity of terms for operators as well as additional checks on transport managers,
Turfitt told delegates at the FTA Transport Manager conference in Peterborough.
The changes include new inspections on transport
managers’ continuous professional development (cPD) at
the five-year renewal, or O-licence variation.
commissioners will check refresher training is in place,
and ask for details of industry competence.
Turfitt said: “Your drivers’ skills and qualifications are
checked, and the transport manager’s should be, too. It is
also important that your directors and employers know how
highly they should treat you as a professional.”
The guidance update also covers self-employment status
of drivers, after recent HMRc reports, echoing discussions
elsewhere in the transport sector about the so-called gig
economy favoured by some couriers and delivery firms.
“It’s also important when it comes to control of drivers,
assisting you to have a strong disciplinary process in place,
and helping you to meet statutory duties,” Turfitt said.

FtA policy director elizabeth de
Jong addresses the conference

m
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“it’s important to note the traffic
commissioners will not overlook
poor performance just because of
the continuing driver shortage”
richard turfitt, senior traffic commissoner
The vehicle maintenance data is often more disparate than
driver data, which will already be digitised from tachographs.
It could be held on apps, fleet management systems, on
paper or even with external maintenance providers.
Putting systems in place for the Earned Recognition
process has meant that companies have much greater
visibility of this data – which is only sent to DVSA every four
weeks and is in arrears, so companies can deal with the
issues and put plans in place before the results are sent.
“You don’t just put a correction in the system, you create a
corrective action and learn from that,” Gray continued.
“I think the DVSA is underselling earned recognition as an
accreditation scheme. It’s actually a quality measurement
scheme, that we, as the FTA, think is streaks ahead of
anything else in the industry.”

Christopher snelling,
FtA general policy manager

tyre retreads – as safe as new
Keith gray, FtA general
manager for audits and
standards
He reiterated that the approach to regulation will be
consistent after Brexit, with policy remaining broadly similar
to before. “It’s important to note that the traffic commissioners will not overlook poor performance just because of
the continuing driver shortage,” he added. “Our driver
conduct hearing processes will remain thorough.”

The techniques used will, hopefully, be familiar to Commercial Fleet readers – driver training, telematics with incentives,
aerodynamics on vehicles, better route planning and load
management.
The LERS scheme offers another way of monitoring and
collaborating to reduce emissions and costs, and is another
free way that fleets can get hold of reliable, anonymised data
for benchmarking and performance analysis.

lowering carbon emissions

elizabeth de Jong, FtA policy
director

As part of the recent Road to Zero plan from the Government, the logistics industry has agreed to a voluntary 15%
carbon reduction in freight by 2025.
christopher Snelling, FTA general manager for policy,
explains: “There is increasing public pressure on a businessby-business basis to commit to reduce carbon. Our Logistics
Emissions Reduction Scheme (LERS), launched in 2009, was
one of the things that helped to persuade Government to go
down the voluntary route over regulation.”
The scheme is built on the sharing of fuel use data to
record, report and reduce emissions. Membership is free
and confidential, with all data anonymised when reported.
The programme has worked with larger fleets historically,
but to develop and further reduce emissions, FTA now wants
to help smaller operators.
Since 2010, the 132 operators have seen an average fall in
emissions (and consequently fuel bills) 13% larger than
industry average.
Use of alternative fuels in member fleets is still very
marginal – most of the gain has been through better use of
diesel vehicles.

earned recognition – quality measurement
richard turfitt, senior
traffic commissioner

The FTA’s most recent Transport Manager survey covered
DVSA’s Earned Recognition scheme, launched in April, talking
to both those on the scheme and those not yet members.
Eighty operators are on the scheme at present, with more
than 64% of those respondents not registered considering
joining within the next two years.
The scheme sends data regularly to the DVSA and means
the agency’s staff are less likely to stop and inspect vehicles
at the roadside.
Most of the respondents already in the scheme suggested
that being recognised as an exemplary operator was the key
benefit, according to the research.
However, Keith Gray, FTA general manager for audits and
standards, said that anecdotal conversation backed up
figures supporting the use of the electronic tools required to
generate the scheme’s data.
“When you look at the key performance indicators (KPIs),
they’re really quite stringent, and it gives you an excellent
overview of your business,” he said.

The results of an 18-month roadside debris study by Highways England and Bridgestone have shown that retreaded
tyres are just as safe as new.
Gary Powell, north region technical manager for Bridgestone, explained more about the programme, which
assessed more than 1,000 tyres discarded on motorways in
and around the Midlands between 2015-2017.
“We teamed up with Highways England, who gave us
access to the debris for us to test, and the results were eyeopening,” said Powell.
74% of damage was due to road hazard damage and over/
under inflation. Few manufacturing problems were found.
Powell continued: “Much of what we found would have
been prevented by good ‘tyre husbandry’ – performing
regular checks on inflation, tread wear, and sidewall damage.
“A lot of the damage found wasn’t recent – it had clearly
been in the tyres for a while.”
Where the tyres could be identified as such, Bridgestone’s
research discovered 57% of truck and bus tyres discarded
were new, and 34% were retreaded, figures broadly in line
with sales data across the overall truck tyre market.
Powell added: “We conclude that retreaded tyres are at no
more risk of blowouts than new tyres, with the correct
inspections and care.”
Powell said the environmental case for retreads was
compelling, with a 70kg retreaded tyre only requiring 20kg
of new materials in the manufacturing process – which is
generally performed in the UK and Europe, reducing carbon
emissions on shipping generated by new, Far Eastern manufactured tyres.
The study identified tyre-pressure monitoring systems
(TPMS) as a help in reducing damage going forward, but
warned that fleets needed drivers to identify and remedy
damage as soon as possible – to prevent further downtime.
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Compliance

Rules&
regulations
The FTA looks at the latest
issues to affect vans and
trucks. Here, it provides
guidance on the checks
you should carry out before
driving in wintry conditions

QA
&

This month FTA’s Member Advice Centre has
been inundated with a variety of questions
– here are a few highlights answered by FTA
manager of van information Eamonn Brennan
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Q

Is your vehicle
ready for winter?
Vehicle breakdowns are unpleasant whatever the
time of year, but breaking down in winter can be
dangerous and distressing, especially if it is raining,
snowing or extremely cold and you are waiting for
assistance at the roadside.
While highway authorities do all that they can to
help stranded motorists, it is imperative to ensure

If one of our drivers completed their 35 hours of
Driver CPC training and holds both C1 and D1 licence
categories, should both of these appear of the back
of their Driver Qualification Card (DQC)?

If your driver holds a C1 and D1 through acquired
rights, both entitlements should show on the back of
the DQC. If they are not shown, the driver should
contact DVSA to amend the card to show both
entitlements. For a newly qualified driver who obtained a PCV
(passenger carrying vehicle) initial Driver CPC qualification, they
will not have to repeat the common parts of the test to obtain an
initial LGV qualification
and vice versa.
There is a conversion
test available for module
2, but the driver will have
to take and pass the
full module 4 practical
test.
Once qualified, the
driver will receive a new
DQC showing this extra
entitlement, which will
replace the original card.

A

your vehicle is in the best mechanical condition
before attempting to drive in adverse weather.
The following list is the minimum that you
should ensure is checked and if you have any
concerns, always consult with a reputable
vehicle maintenance provider:
n Make sure you have enough fuel to not only
complete the journey, but additional fuel just in
case you are stuck in traffic. Apart from petrol
and diesel, alternatively fuelled vehicles such as
LPG/CNG and fully electric vehicles should have
sufficient power resource available, as stranded

We are in the process of
arranging to put one of
our employees on a
training course to drive a
piece of plant within the workplace,
but they do not have a car licence. Is
this a legal requirement?

Q

No, driving a car and
operating plant are
different tasks, although
they use some of the same
skills. There is no legal requirement
for plant operators to hold a road
driving licence unless they wish to
drive their vehicle on roads which
the public has access to. All plant
vehicles driven on the public highway
must comply with the appropriate
road traffic legislation, which
includes a driving licence applicable
to the piece of equipment being
driven. Irrespective of whether you
intend to operate on the public road
or simply in the workplace, the law
requires that each operator is given
adequate training by their employer.

A

vehicles cause unnecessary obstructions for
traffic flow and can hinder emergency services.
n Oil – regularly check oil levels and top up with
the correct oil (refer to the handbook).
n Water – check radiator levels and ensure
there is plenty of water and screenwash
solution; make sure that you have a clear
windscreen at all times and don’t forget to clean
the inside of your windows.
n View – check condition of the wiper blades
and replace immediately if they are not effective
in clearing the screen. Heating demisters and air
conditioning systems should be in good working
order, as it is a legal requirement that you have
a clear view through all of the vehicle windows
and mirrors.
n Electrics – check lights, indicators and
controls are working properly.
n Tyres – check that your tyres are correctly
inflated, legal, with good tread and damage-free.
n Remove all snow from the vehicle and ensure
any ice is removed from windows and mirrors.
n Yourself – are you fit to drive? Have you slept
well? Are you taking any medication that could
make it unsafe for you to drive?

On returning from deliveries, one of our van
drivers reported that a stone flew up from the
road and hit the windscreen which resulted in
a small chip in its swept area. During a walk
round check a day later, the stone chip has developed
into a more substantial crack. We do not have another
vehicle available and were wondering what the penalties
would be if we used this vehicle on the public highway?

Q

The penalties would depend on the position and
severity of the crack and whether it obscured
the driver’s vision or affected the security/
integrity of the windscreen. If the driver’s view is
seriously impaired, then a £50 fixed penalty could be
issued. If the glass is seriously damaged and danger is
caused, or likely to be caused, this would increase to a
maximum £200 fixed penalty. In relation to the operator,
the enforcement authorities could issue an immediate
prohibition if the driver’s view of the road is seriously
impaired/presents a danger to occupants of the vehicle.

A

Do you have an issue that needs resolving?
Get the solution by emailing us at: commercialﬂeet@bauermedia.co.uk

Carry an emergency kit
Keep an emergency kit in your vehicle. This
should include:
n an ice scraper and de-icer
n a torch and spare batteries
n warm clothes and blankets – for all
n sturdy boots
n first aid kit
n jump leads
n a shovel
n mobile phone charger
n if possible, access to a hot drink (flask) and an
emergency non-perishable food parcel
Check the latest traffic and weather
When weather conditions are expected to be
severe, look to your plan to deal with a
disruption and allow more time for your journey.
It may be that you will need to consider whether
the journey is really necessary.
Make sure you keep up to date with changing
weather conditions and road closures by looking
at weather alerts through available sources
such as the Met Office, Highways England or
through your local radio stations and websites.

Fleet spotlight: AD Bly Construction

We have reduced
downtime by 80%

Adam Gamlin inherited manual and
paper-based systems when he was
asked to overhaul the fleet

Factfile
Fleet size: 182 – 141 vans, 23 cars, 16 4x4s and 2 HGVs
Replacement cycle: 3 years/75,000 miles
Car manufacturers: Open choice
Van suppliers: Ford, Vauxhall, Peugeot
Key suppliers: Auto Electrical Services, TomTom, FleetCheck,
Northgate and AFL Group

AD Bly fleet manager Adam Gamlin was ‘thrown in at the deep
end’ when he landed the role. Fortunately, help was at hand
By John Maslen
etworking is a powerful resource in
the fleet manager’s toolkit, particularly when they are new to the role.
It can unlock savings, efficiencies
and safety improvements that could
otherwise have remained out of
reach.
The value of shared knowledge is the driving
force behind several industry associations, such
as the ICFM (formerly the Institute of Car Fleet
Management), fleet managers’ association ACFO,
the Freight Transport Association (FTA) and
countless other formal and informal gatherings.
The common element that connects them is the
recognition among members that a problem
shared is a problem halved and the solutions
discussed during meetings can deliver significant
savings for fleet operators.
Adam Gamlin, fleet manager of Knebworthbased firm AD Bly Construction, would be the first
to agree, after he unlocked savings worth tens of
thousands of pounds based on advice from other
fleet operators.
His initiatives have reduced downtime, improved
safety, made vehicles more efficient and have
improved fleet oversight – all from seeking advice.
Gamlin says: “We have met some interesting
people through networking and it has helped with
new ideas for savings and also improving risk
management.”

N

“Our fleet size has
increased and you would
think that our operating
costs would also go up,
but they have actually
gone down”
Adam Gamlin, AD Bly Construction
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AD Bly is a groundworks company working on
around 40 sites covering the UK housing and
commercial property sectors.
It has around 600 employees and operates a
fleet of nearly 180 vehicles, a quarter of which are
cars, with more than 130 commercial vehicles.
Fleet vehicles have a wide range of roles, from
executive cars through to transporting groundworking teams and moving goods.

Different role
Gamlin was tasked with overhauling the fleet in
2016. He had to adapt to a very different role from
his previous ones in the company, where he has
spent the past 11 years, including eight as a lorry
driver.
He says: “This was my first fleet role. There was
a structure change within the business and I was
approached to take over the fleet. You could say I
was thrown in at the deep end. There was internal
training to help because we train people all the
time, but I also looked for advice in the industry.”
As he reviewed the fleet, he was presented with
the challenge that most systems for managing
vehicles were manual and paper-based.
He adds: “There was not a clear understanding
of how much was being spent on the fleet or what
was costing money.”
After reviewing the fleet to identify key issues,
Gamlin was keen to seek advice and among the
discussions with the industry, he was approached
by Auto Electrical Services (AES).
AES runs its own small fleet of eight vans and
four cars and raises awareness of best practice,
having achieved key industry standards, including
becoming the smallest fleet to achieve the FTA’s
Van Excellence certification in 2013.
The company has expanded into consultancy to
share its fleet knowledge and it is also an agency
for suppliers including telematics giant TomTom
and fleet software company FleetCheck.
Gamlin adds: “We spoke to AES and they
explained how they could help us.”
He met Auto Electrical Services team members
Richard Stansfield, a director, and Nicky Francis,
project manager, to discuss his issues.
“I explained our situation and Richard’s reaction
was to write that I needed help in large letters
across his notebook. We were working with loads
of spreadsheets and paperwork in a cupboard at
the time,” Gamlin says. “Because we did not have

a fleet management system, it was quite hard
working through various areas of spending and
issues like MOT and servicing. You just could not
find information, because you had to work through
someone else’s way of filing information.”
Francis said: “When we first met Adam, he was
in a room with loads of boxes. The problem with
boxes and filing cabinets is that they don’t tell you
anything unless you go into them.”
A transformation plan for the fleet was developed, which included the introduction of FleetCheck
software and TomTom vehicle tracking to automate key aspects of record keeping and enable
proactive management of key issues such as
mileage monitoring and service requirements.
Gamlin says: “The change has saved hours of
work per week and made us more efficient. The
administration was a headache, so it has worked
well to have something in place.”
A key benefit of the FleetCheck system is its
automated data retrieval. A licence number is all
that is needed to import a wealth of DVLA data and
other vehicle information.
It provides reminders on key issues, such as
MOT dates and can also hold other important
information, such as records of medical checks
and licence checks. Gamlin adds: “I am still
learning the system, but it makes sure our vehicles are safe, compliant and efficient.”

Service schedules
The TomTom telematics system integrates with
FleetCheck, meaning service schedules can be
managed based on up-to-date information from
the vehicle, including mileage readings.
This ensures Gamlin can proactively manage
the fleet by planning vehicle servicing, rather than
reacting to calls from drivers or manual vehicle
checks. Historically, mileage updates were
recorded by the time-consuming process of
ringing individual drivers.
Telematics has also improved mileage reporting
and allowed the company to reduce out-of-hours
use of vehicles, which has cut total fleet mileage,
while reports on driving time, mileage and a
range of safety parameters, including speed,
allow Gamlin to have greater control of the fleet.
Reports can also identify incidences of speeding,
harsh steering and braking across the fleet,
which can then be used during driver debriefs to
reduce risk and improve vehicle efficiency.

Gamlin adds: “For car and van drivers, the telematics data helps with insurance, but also
obtaining vehicle data and identifying issues with
driver behaviour.
“Since introducing the system, accidents have
become less frequent. Bringing different data
streams together in one place has helped to
change the way we work and allowed us to gain
greater insights into the operation of our fleet. The
transport department is better able to support the
growth aims of the wider business.”
The benefits of the combined system are still
being reviewed, but AD Bly estimates it has
achieved up to £100,000 in savings through reduced
maintenance bills, improved driver behaviour and
lower mileage.
Gamlin adds: “The technology keeps us compliant
and ensures we are proactive in areas such as
vehicle maintenance. Overall, I estimate downtime
has been reduced by 80%.
“With accidents and maintenance, the focus is
on prevention. Small changes can make a big
difference, such as speaking to drivers after each
incident, so they know why safety is important.
“Before we had systems in place, it was difficult
to know where the fleet had problems. For me,
this has been about safety and compliance.”
The fleet overhaul has stretched beyond the
introduction of new technology, with a vehicle
renewal programme that has enhanced specification levels on the commercial vehicle fleet.
Car and van suppliers include Northgate and
broker AFL Group, whose brands include Car
Leasing Made Simple and Van Leasing Made
Simple. Replacement cycles for both cars and
vans are three years/75,000 miles.
A number of vans were originally funded
through a flexible hire arrangement, but Gamlin
is looking at long-term hire as an alternative, as
there is now more certainty about vehicle demand
and usage.
Gamlin believes the fleet is important in
presenting the right image for the business, as well
as improving safety levels and reliability for drivers.
He adds: “We aren’t limited by vehicle brand, but
people do perceive companies by the state of their
fleet and we wanted to be seen as a professional
outfit when vehicles were on site.”
Gamlin aims to keep vehicles in peak condition
with driver incentives for good performance,
based on the newly-available telematics data.
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AWARDS
FINALISTS

CELEBRATING THE BEST IN
FLEET – VAN AND TRUCK

M

ore than 450 fleets, manufacturers and suppliers from the van
and truck sector came together to
celebrate the best people and
companies at the annual
Commercial Fleet Awards at the
end of November.
During an evening of excitement, networking
and glitz, hosted by the fabulous Lisa Snowdon,
28 winners collected their well-deserved honours,
while the Freight Transport Association presented
its Van Excellence Driver and Young Driver of the
Year trophies and its Lifetime Contribution Award.
More fleets than ever were recognised at the
awards, with new categories acknowledging the
changes taking place in the fleet sector – such as
Best Last Mile Solution and Clean Air Champion.
After the presentations, guests were entertained by the king of one-liners, Gary Delaney.
Thanks to all of our awards sponsors for their
support and to the events team (pictured below),
especially Sandra Evitt and Kate Howard, for
putting together such a fantastic, smooth-running
production, expertly assisted by our production
company Eclipse.

SAFETY INITIATIVE OF THE YEAR
■ Flogas
■ JN Bentley
■ Scottish Water
■ Speedy Services
■ VPS

PUBLIC SECTOR FLEET
■ Environment Agency
■ Hampshire Transport Management
■ Manchester Metropolitan University
■ Network Rail
■ Oxford City Council
■ Scottish Water
■ South Eastern Health & Social Care Trust

PRIVATE SECTOR FLEET
■ Ecolab
■ Electricity North West
■ JN Bentley
■ Royal Mail
■ VPS

BEST USE OF TECHNOLOGY
■ Alliance Disposables
■ Clancy Group
■ Flogas
■ JM Hall Couriers
■ Speedy Services

CLEAN AIR CHAMPION
■ Environment Agency
■ Farmdrop
■ London Borough of Hackney
■ Manchester Metropolitan University
■ Royal Mail
■ Wilson James

MEET THE
JUDGES

Phil Clifford,
Fleet News
Hall of Fame
FLEET CATEGORIES

Andy Picton,
Glass’s
MANUFACTURER
CATEGORIES

Ken Brown,
Cap HPI
MANUFACTURER
CATEGORIES

APPRENTICE
■ Leah Saunders, Go Plant Fleet Services
■ Jacob Kirk, Royal Mail

COMMERCIAL FLEET MANAGER

Lorna McAtear,
Royal Mail
MANUFACTURER
CATEGORIES

Steve Winter,
Centrica
MANUFACTURER
CATEGORIES
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Mark Karkeek,
South West Water
MANUFACTURER
CATEGORIES

Dale Eynon,
Environment Agency
SUPPLIER
CATEGORIES

Simon Gray,
SSE
SUPPLIER
CATEGORIES

Rory Morgan,
Iron Mountain
SUPPLIER
CATEGORIES

Steve Duffy,
Network Rail
SUPPLIER
CATEGORIES

Ellie Barnes,
E.On
SUPPLIER
CATEGORIES

■ Citroën Dispatch/Peugeot Expert
■ Ford Transit Custom
■ Mercedes-Benz Vito
■ Renault Trafic
■ Toyota Proace
■ Volkswagen Transporter
■ Citroën Relay/Peugeot Boxer
■ Fiat Ducato
■ Ford Transit
■ MAN TGE
■ Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
■ Volkswagen Crafter

PICK-UP VAN OF THE YEAR
■ Ford Ranger
■ Isuzu D-Max
■ Mitsubishi L200
■ Toyota Hilux
■ Citroën Berlingo Electric/Peugeot Partner
Electric
■ Iveco Daily Electric
■ LDV EV80
■ Nissan eNV200
■ Renault Kangoo ZE

LOW EMISSION TRUCK
MANUFACTURER OF THE YEAR

■ Adrian Wanford, Balfour Beatty
■ Graham Telfer, Gateshead Council
■ Steve Duffy, Network Rail
■ Graham Davies, Electricity North West
■ Darren Moor, Countrywide LPG
■ Stuart Wiseman, National Cleaning
Services
■ Stephen Moir, Flogas
■ Steve Mulvaney, VPS

TRUCK OF THE YEAR

READER
VOTED

FLEET CUSTOMER PARTNERSHIP AWARD

ZERO EMISSION VAN OF THE YEAR

■ Citroën Berlingo
■ Ford Transit
■ Ford Transit Connect
■ Ford Transit Custom
■ Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
■ Mercedes-Benz Vito
■ Peugeot Partner
■ Volkswagen Caddy
■ Volkswagen Crafter
■ Volkswagen Transporter

TRUCK MANUFACTURER OF THE YEAR
■ Daf Trucks
■ Fuso
■ Hino
■ Isuzu Truck
■ Iveco
■ MAN
■ Mercedes-Benz Trucks
■ Renault Trucks
■ Scania
■ Volvo Trucks

LARGE VAN OF THE YEAR

VAN OF THE YEAR

■ Kings Security Systems
■ Scottish Water
■ VPS
Mark Cartwright,
FTA
FLEET CATEGORIES

MEDIUM VAN OF THE YEAR

■ JM Hall Couriers
■ Wilson James

MOST IMPROVED

Stephen Briers,
Commercial Fleet
ALL CATEGORIES

■ Citroën
■ Fiat Professional
READER
■ Ford
VOTED
■ Iveco
■ Mercedes-Benz
■ Nissan
■ Peugeot
■ Renault
■ Vauxhall
■ Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles

LAST MILE SOLUTION

■ Network Rail
■ Environment Agency

Brian Cooper,
Ernst & Young
AUDITOR

VAN MANUFACTURER OF THE YEAR

■ Citroën Berlingo/ Peugeot Partner
■ Ford Transit Connect
■ Nissan NV200
■ Volkswagen Caddy

■ Fuso
■ Isuzu
■ Iveco
■ Renault Trucks
■ Scania

COST-SAVING INITIATIVE

Christopher
Macgowan OBE
CHAIRMAN

SMALL VAN OF THE YEAR

■ ARI (with Travis Perkins)
■ AssetWorks (with Royal Mail)
■ Hitachi Capital Vehicle Solutions (with British Gas)
■ Manheim Auctions (with Network Rail)
■ SHB Hire (with Kier Group)

VAN LEASING COMPANY OF THE YEAR
■ Alphabet (GB)
■ Arval
■ Hitachi Capital Vehicle Solutions

TRUCK LEASING COMPANY OF THE YEAR
■ Go Plant Fleet Services
■ Hexagon Leasing
■ Hitachi Capital Vehicle Solutions

RENTAL COMPANY OF THE YEAR

READER
VOTED

READER
■ Daf CF
VOTED
■ Daf LF
■ Daf XF
■ Mercedes-Benz Trucks Actros
■ Mercedes-Benz Trucks Antos
■ Mercedes-Benz Trucks Atego
■ Mercedes-Benz Trucks Econic
■ Scania P Series
■ Scania R Series
■ Volvo FH

■ County Car and Van Rental
■ Europcar
■ Hexagon Leasing
■ Northgate Vehicle Hire
■ Reflex Vans
■ SHB Hire

CONVERTER OF THE YEAR
■ Bott
■ Cartwright Conversions
■ Clarks Vehicle Conversions
■ Coolkit
■ Qi Van Systems

NEW PRODUCT OR SERVICE OF THE YEAR
■ Driving Doctor
■ Predina Tech
■ r2c Online
■ Smart Witness

SUPPLIER OF THE YEAR
■ ARI
■ Hitachi Capital Vehicle Solutions
■ Manheim Auctions
■ Mediafleet
■ Reflex Vans
■ SHB Hire
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COMMERCIAL
FLEET MANAGER
Sponsored by: ARI

Winner:
Adrian Wanford,
Balfour Beatty
Adrian Wanford (centre), Balfour Beatty, collects
the award from Jason Chamberlain, ARI

“Leadership in
the fleet sector,
and delivers
continuous
improvement”
Judges’ comments

Highly commended:
■ Graham Telfer, Gateshead Council
■ Graham Davies, Electricity North West

Colin Knight (centre), Clancy Group,
receives the award from judging
panel member Phil Clifford

PUBLIC
SECTOR FLEET

“Demonstrates
leadership
and excellence
with a focus on
continuous
improvement”

“Wide-ranging
initiatives to
tackle both
global warming
and local air
pollution
concerns”

Sponsored by: Go Plant Fleet Services

Winner:
Scottish Water

Judges’ comments

BEST USE OF
TECHNOLOGY

Highly commended: Environment Agency

Judges’ comments
Elaine Pringle, Scottish Water, collects
the award from Mark Gallimore,
Go Plant Fleet Services

Winner:
Royal Mail
Royal Mail’s Duncan Webb, Sally Warren
and Paul Gatti collect the award from
Lisa Spong, Reﬂex Vehicle Hire

Highly commended:
■ Scottish Water ■ Ecolab

Judges’ comments

CLEAN AIR
CHAMPION
Sponsored by: Sortimo International

Winner: London
Borough of Hackney
Highly commended: Royal Mail

PRIVATE
SECTOR FLEET
Sponsored by: Reﬂex Vehicle Hire

Winner:
Clancy Group

“Clancy
recognises that
technology is a
facilitator to the
solution, not the
solution in its
own right”

Norman Harding (centre), London
Borough of Hackney, collects the award
from Ed Bishop, Sortimo International

LAST MILE
SOLUTION
“Sets the
blueprint
for fleet
excellence”

Winner:
Wilson James

Judges’ comments

“An innovative
approach
to freight
consolidation”
Judges’ comments

Katie Pryce and John Raper of
Wilson James, receive the award from
judging panel member Phil Clifford
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COST-SAVING
INITIATIVE

“A common
sense approach
to vehicle
disposal that has
shown significant
reward”

Winner:
Network Rail
Steve Duffy (centre), Network Rail, receives the
award from judging panel member Phil Clifford

“Excellent
understanding
of key fleet
issues”
Judges’ comments

Judges’ comments

Highly commended: Environment Agency

TRANSPORT
MANAGER OF
THE YEAR
Winner:
Tony Mathews, Amey
Tony Mathews (centre), Amey, picks up the
award from Stephen Briers, Commercial Fleet

MOST IMPROVED
COMMERCIAL
FLEET
Winner: Kings
Security Systems
Jacob Telemacque (left), Kings Security Systems, picks
up the award from Stephen Briers, Commercial Fleet

“Improvements
in all the key
areas of fleet
management”
Judges’ comments

Highly commended: Scottish Water
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APPRENTICE
OF THE YEAR

“Stood
out for his
enthusiasm,
professionalism,
maturity
and initiative”

Winner:
Jacob Kirk,
Royal Mail
Highly commended:
Leah Saunders, Go Plant Fleet Services

Jacob Kirk (left), Royal Mail Fleet,
picks up the award from Stephen
Briers, Commercial Fleet

“Reduced
incidents and
the severity of
incidents with
good buy-in at
all levels of
the business”

Judges’ comments

SAFETY INITIATIVE
OF THE YEAR

Judges’ comments

Sponsored by: Qi Van Systems

Winner: VPS
Highly commended: JN Bentley

Steve Mulvaney (left), VPS UK, picks up the
award from Peter Clarke, Qi Van Systems
and awards host Lisa Snowdon

SMALL VAN
OF THE YEAR
Don’t be David.
See it before it happens with cutting-edge
µHHWLQVLJKWDQGDUHVLOLHQWZRUNVKRSQHWZRUN
$5,DQG5R\DO0DLO)OHHW

Winner:
Volkswagen Caddy
David Hanna (left), Volkswagen Commercial
Vehicles, collects the award from chair of
the judges Christopher Macgowan, OBE

“Tried and
tested – and
remains the
best”
Judges’ comments

Highly commended:
Citroën Berlingo/Peugeot Partner

ReduceFleetCost.co.uk
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Sortimo
Experts in Fleet Van Conversion
MEDIUM VAN
OF THE YEAR
9True Global Network
9Cost savings in:
vehicle size, damaged goods,
vehicle TCO, ﬁrst time ﬁx

Richard Abbott
(left), PSA Group
UK, collects the
award from chair
of the judges
Christopher
Macgowan, OBE

9Better stock control
9More efﬁcient workforce

Winner:
Citroën Dispatch/
Peugeot Expert

“Great allrounders and
outstanding
value for
money”

9Centralised purchasing
9Build management
9H&S covered
9Crash tested

“Value
for money,
packed with
safety features
and a good base
for conversions –
a clear winner”
Judges’ comments

LARGE VAN
OF THE YEAR
Winner:
Volkswagen Crafter

Highly commended: Mercedes-Benz Sprinter

Andrew Molyneux and David Hanna (holding
trophy), Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles,
collect the award from chair of the
judges Christopher Macgowan, OBE

PICK-UP
OF THE YEAR
“Unbeatable in
this category”

Winner:
Isuzu D-Max
William Brown (centre), Isuzu UK,
collects the award from chair of the
judges Christopher Macgowan, OBE

Sortimo International Ltd · info@sortimo.co.uk · www.sortimo.co.uk

Judges’ comments

Highly commended: Toyota Hilux
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Advertisement feature

ZERO EMISSION
VAN OF THE YEAR

Converter of the year:
Bott
WINNER

“The electric
battery
elevates a
basic van to
greatness”

Winner:
Nissan eNV200

Judges’ comments

Liz Redmayne, Nissan, collects the award from
chair of the judges Christopher Macgowan, OBE

“Making the
most progress
away from
traditional fuels
into electric
and CNG”
Bott MD Kevin Woodward
(seated, right) with members
of his winning team

Winner’s comments
We are incredibly honoured to receive this
prestigious award for a second year, as the whole
Bott team continues to work hard to deliver
customers’ requirements. 2018 has also been a year
of looking to the future. We have prioritised the
development of our expertise around alternative fuel
vehicles, working to understand any potential
conversion impacts and completing detailed staff
training on their safe handling. Exciting development
work is also under way on new digitally connective
and future-focused solutions, which we look forward
to sharing over the coming months.
Kevin Woodward, managing director

LOW EMISSION
TRUCK
MANUFACTURER
OF THE YEAR

Judges’ comments

Winner: Iveco

Adam Harris, Iveco, collects the
award from chair of the judges
Christopher Macgowan, OBE

Judges’ comments:
“Bott operates strong processes,
with substantial proactive customer
engagement, plus industry
engagement through its Van
Excellence membership. Lots of
collaboration and innovation in
meeting customers’ needs make
Bott a worthy winner against very
strong competition.”

For more information, call 01530 410600 or
email v-sales@Bottltd.co.uk

VAN OF THE YEAR
READER VOTED

Steve Bridge (left), Mercedes-Benz
Vans UK, receives the award from
Stephen Briers, Commercial Fleet

Winner:
Mercedes-Benz
Sprinter

“A high
quality, safety
and technology
laden vehicle that
is ideal for most
types of fleet
requirement”
Judges’ comments
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THE COMPLETE VEHICLE
CONVERSION SERVICE

TRUCK
OF THE YEAR
READER VOTED

“Versatile,
spacious and
refined – a firm
favourite with
drivers”
Judges’ comments

Winner: Daf LF
Ian Grant (centre), Daf Trucks, receives the
award from Stephen Briers, Commercial Fleet

CONSULT

Experienced Key Account Managers

DESIGN
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“The
dependable
choice”

VAN
MANUFACTURER
OF THE YEAR
READER VOTED

Judges’ comments

Winner: Ford

Owen Gregory (centre), Ford of
Britain, receives the award from
Stephen Briers, Commercial Fleet

TRUCK
MANUFACTURER
OF THE YEAR
READER VOTED

“Innovative
safety
solutions”
Judges’ comments

Contact us today with your conversion queries:
support@qivansystems.co.uk / 01952 292 166

Gary North,
Mercedes-Benz
Trucks UK,
receives the award
from Stephen Briers,
Commercial Fleet

Winner:
Mercedes-Benz
Trucks
commercialfleet.org December 2018 33

Advertisement feature

FLEET CUSTOMER
PARTNERSHIP
AWARD

Truck of the Year:
DAF LF
WINNER

Winner: SHB Hire
(with Kier Group)

Paul Street (left), SHB Hire, and
Gareth Thomas (centre), Kier Group,
collect the award from Dale Eynon,
Defra Group Fleet Services

“Comprehensive
service packed
with innovative
initiatives”
Judges’ comments
Winning line-up –
members of the Daf team
after picking up the trophy

Winner’s comments
We are extremely proud to receive this award. It is
particularly pleasing that each DAF model was shortlisted
for Truck of the Year – an acknowledgement of the appeal
of the LF, CF and XF in their respective market segments.
The fact that that this award is decided by fleet
operators is tremendous. There is no one better to
judge the performance of our products and services
than those that depend on them day in, day out. They
rightfully demand maximum performance, reliability and
uptime from the vehicles they choose; and, of course, it
is our fantastic network of DAF dealers that should take
credit for the work they do to deliver on that expectation
by providing support and back-up.
Phil Moon, marketing manager

“Addressed
a complex
issue with an
innovative
solution”
Judges’ comments

VAN LEASING
COMPANY OF
THE YEAR
Winner:
Hitachi Capital
Vehicle Solutions

Jon Lawes (centre), Hitachi Capital Vehicle
Solutions, receives the award from awards
judge Rory Morgan, Iron Mountain

Judges’ comments:
“The LF retained its title as fleets
again vote it their favourite truck.
The LF’s versatility in urban
environments is a defining feature,
while its spacious cab and refined
driving experience make it a firm
favourite with drivers. Strong
support from DaF, plus reliability
and low running costs combine
for an unbeatable package.”

For more information, call 01844 261111 or
email reception@daftrucks.com

Mark Fletcher (left), Hexagon Leasing, picks up the
award from awards judge Rory Morgan, Iron Mountain

TRUCK LEASING
COMPANY
OF THE YEAR
Winner:
Hexagon Leasing

“Listens to
fleets and
comes up with
innovative
solutions”
Judges’ comments
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RENTAL COMPANY
OF THE YEAR

Supplier of the year:
ARI
Oliver Waring (second left) and Lisa Spong,
Reﬂex Vehicle Hire, receive the award from
awards judge Rory Morgan, Iron Mountain

WINNER

“A worthy
winner
against strong
competition”

Winner:
Reﬂex Vehicle Hire

Judges’ comments

Highly commended: SHB Hire

CONVERTER
OF THE YEAR
Sponsored by: Fiat Professional

Winner: Bott

Judges’ comments

“Innovative
and customerfocused - Reflex
has broken
the mould in
vehicle rental”

Highly commended: Qi Van Systems

Kevin Woodward (right), Bott,
receives the award from Richard
Chamberlain, Fiat Professional

NEW PRODUCT
OR SERVICE OF
THE YEAR

Jason Chamberlain (back row,
holding trophy) with members
of his award-winning team

“A gamechanger for the
workshop”
Judges’ comments

Winner’s comments
We are delighted to have been awarded
the prestigious Supplier of the Year
award by Commercial Fleet. This award
is evidence of ARI’s drive to achieve its
mission of providing the industry’s best
automotive-related services by earning
the loyalty – and exceeding the
expectations – of each and every
customer. We are proud of what we
have achieved so far, and are committed
to continually improving our service well
into the future.
Jason Chamberlain,
sales & marketing director

Judges’ comments:
“ARI is very customer focused with
outstanding policies and processes.
It showed a willingness and flexibility
to respond to fleets’ needs at short
notice and an ability to learn from failure.
ARI also displayed excellent cost savings,
evidenced by strong testimonials.
It is the outstanding supplier in
a very strong field.”

For more information, call 0844 8000 700 or
email enquiries@arifleet.co.uk website www.arifleet.co.uk

Nick Walls, r2c Online, receives the
award from awards judge Dale Eynon,
Defra Group Fleet Services

“The outstanding
supplier in a
very strong field”
Judges’ comments

Winner: r2c Online
Highly commended: Smart Witness

SUPPLIER
OF THE YEAR
Winner: ARI

Highly commended: SHB Hire

Jason Chamberlain (left), ARI, receives
the award from awards judge Dale Eynon,
Defra Group Fleet Services
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IN ACTION

CF25
2018

Analysis and insight into the UK’s van and truck leasing and rental sector

Drive over
300 vehicles
● Drive on four
unrivalled test tracks
● And much more
●

Visit the website for
more information

The UK’s
premier
driving event
exclusively for fleet
decision-makers
and influencers

JUNE 12-13 2019
MILLBROOK PROVING GROUND

companycarinaction.co.uk

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

CF25 overview

CF25 in overall growth as funded vans/trucks rise
Funded assets fuel increase as the number of rental vans falls compared with 20173
By Stephen Briers

W

ith 23 of last year’s 25 companies participating in the CF25 again this year, the
listing provides an ideal opportunity to
compare market trends year-on-year.
The missing companies are TOM
Vehicle Rental (last year it had a rental
van fleet of 12,939 and a rental truck fleet
of 3,473 – a total of 16,412), which went into administration in
March and was part-acquired by Dawson Group, and Hertz
which, although providing figures in 2017 (4,019 rental vans),
is now declining to supply figures by individual market.
Dawson Group, which acquired TOM’s Transflex subsidiary
of 3,600 vans, taking its own rental fleet to around 9,000 vans,
also declined to be part of the CF25. It also did not participate
last year.
TOM and Hertz have been replaced by two smaller fleets:
Total Motion Vehicle Management (4,242 vehicles) and SG
Fleet (3,722).
However, despite the changes, overall the CF25 has grown
substantially on 2017. The total fleet size of 589,664 is a rise
of 20,864, or 3.7%.
Seventeen companies posted an annual rise with just six
now running smaller fleets than a year ago.
The growth for vans is all in funding. Not surprisingly, given
the two companies exiting the CF25, the number of rental
vans fell from 143,350 to 134,207, while the funded/risk fleet
volume rose from 371,284 to 403,547.

“Low emission
zones risk
driving fleet
operators into
smaller vans”
Tim Bailey, Northgate

Seven companies fuelled the bulk of the rise in funded/risk
fleet vans: LeasePlan, which added 7,536; Hitachi, up 6,173;
Arval, up 4,384; ALD Automotive, up 3,861; Arnold Clark, up
2,796; Mercedes-Benz, up 1,427; and Lex Autolease, up 1,169.
They are benefiting from a strong market for vans, buoyed
by continued growth in the home delivery sector.
Although van registrations in 2018 are largely flat, home
deliveries are predicted to rise by around 4% per year over
the next few years.
The largest players have also invested in new or expanded
commercial vehicle teams to take advantage, resulting in
them taking a tighter grip on the market.
In a reversal from 12 months ago, the number of funded
trucks is up (from 27,115 to 28,265) while rental trucks
reduced (from 27,001 to 23,645). In total, the CF25 provides
51,910 trucks, down slightly on 2017’s 54,166.
While many increased their fleet size, CF25 members
remain concerned about economic uncertainty, in part due
to the protracted Brexit negotiations, and the relentless
onslaught of new Government and local authority legislation.
Richard Tilden, sales director at Gulliver’s Truck Hire, said
the biggest challenge was “the economy leading the market
place, where customers are holding off decisions until a firm
path is known”.
Europcar pointed to the uncertainty caused by the new fuel
testing regime WLTP, which came in for all new homologation vans from September and will be used for every van
registered from September 2019.

However, it also highlighted the forthcoming clean air
zones (CAZs) and low emission zones (LEZs) and a “lack of
a consistent national approach”.
Tim Bailey, fleet director UK and Ireland at Northgate,
voiced his own concerns. “Low emission zones risk driving
fleet operators into smaller vans with lower payloads leading
to over-loading and more journeys, driving emissions up
rather than down,” he said.
“They need to be co-ordinated nationally, to the same
standards, for additional cities to follow suit.”
Bailey also lamented the “constant ill-informed demonisation of diesel engines along with a lack of a coherent, national
and workable Government strategy on environmental issues”.
Most van and truck leasing/rental companies are awaiting
the volume introduction of electric vehicles (EVs) with a
number of manufacturers beginning to bring larger vans to
market. Renault has released pricing for the Master ZE.
Iveco already offers the electric Daily and Mercedes-Benz
will release the eSprinter by the end of 2019, but Volkswagen
will not be bringing a right-hand drive e-Crafter to market
until 2020.
EVs currently have very low penetration on the CF25 fleet,
with just 806 full electric (of which more than half – 446 – are
provided by Lex Autolease) and 219 hybrid/plug-in hybrid.
Meanwhile, electric trucks are non-existent, with just 38
hybrid/plug-in hybrids offered.
Little is likely to change in the coming months with the
order bank consisting of 98.3% diesel for vans and 100%
diesel for trucks.
Europcar cited the “lack of EV production as well as poor
national charging network” as reasons for the slow uptake.
Bailey believes the “longer range vehicle batteries and the
associated infrastructure improvements for charging points”
will be the technological improvements to have the biggest
impact on fleet operations over the next few years.
Ryder and Gulliver’s are also looking forward to greater
electrification options to pre-empt a direction of travel with

Additional
notes
All data within the CF25 has
been supplied by the listed
companies, either as part of the
CF25 survey or as part of the
FN50 survey. Some companies
declined to reply and have not
been included in the listing.
Thanks to all those who did
return their 2018 survey.

clean air zones which are starting by banning trucks and, in
some cases, vans that are pre-Euro 6 diesel and pre-Euro 4
petrol, but are likely to become far more stringent in the years
ahead.
However, CAZs are just one element of policy that many
urban areas are assessing. Cities across the UK are keen to
reduce emissions, reduce congestion, improve safety and
reclaim the streets for pedestrians and cyclists.
“People want cities that are more for people than vehicles
so road space is reducing to create these more attractive
environments,” Jonathan Bray, director at Urban Transport
Group, told Commercial Fleet earlier this year.
“This isn’t being driven by the environmentalists; it’s being
driven by the cities. For example, in London we are seeing
more space for pedestrians and cyclists and less space for
vehicles.”
Urban Transport Group shares best practice and ideas on
transport across its membership, which includes some of
the largest metropolitan authorities in the country, such as
London, Manchester, West Midlands and West Yorkshire.
Combined, they serve more than 24 million people.
It recognises there are challenges ahead. “It needs a new
debate, but not everyone will get what they want from road
space,” Bray said. “Everyone wants segregated space and
access, but they also want deliveries made to their home. So
how do you reconcile those?”
Europcar believes urban transport-related legislation will
create opportunities for the rental sector, at least in the
short-term. It said: “The initial impact on the rental industry
will be a positive one. There is much uncertainty in the fleet
industry at the moment and users are moving away from
fixed-term contracts or outright purchase and looking for a
more flexible solution.”
However, it added: “Admittedly, this will settle down as
fleets better understand what’s needed when running a fleet
in the UK but, inevitably, this will come at a cost. Unfortunately this will be borne by the consumer.”

CF25 in numbers

CF25 total
(vans and trucks)

589,664

108,489

Average CO2 emissions (vans)
Largest van leasing company
(Lex Autolease)

50,000
Number of vans

Number of trucks

537,754

51,910
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16,553

Largest van rental
(Northgate Vehicle Hire)

Largest truck rental
(Ryder)

162.8g/km

48/86,781

Number of electric vans

Average
milage
replacement
cycle – trucks
(months/miles)

9,158
Largest truck leasing
(VW Financial Services)

Average
milage
replacement
cycle – vans
(months/miles)

806

55/278,737
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CF
Rank

van and truck leasin
sing and rental

2018

Company

(2017)

leased/
Total van
and
rental van
truck
and assets
truck

VANS
Leased fleet

Rental fleet

Sponsored by

TRUCKS

Fleet management

Accident management
nt

Leased fleet

Rental fleet

Managing director/

Fleet management

Accident management

Parent company

CEO

1 (1)

Lex Autolease

108,489

108,489

0

3,359

0

0

0

0

0

Richard Jones

Lloyds Banking Group

2 (2)

LeasePlan UK

65,380

64,530

0

0

0

850

0

0

0

Matthew Dyer

Leaseplan Corporation

3 (3)

Northgate Vehicle Hire

50,025

0

50,000

14,000

0

0

25

0

0

Frank Hayes

Northgate

4 (4)

Arval UK

41,435

41,435

0

3,396

12,517

0

0

0

0

Miguel Cabaça

BNP Paribas

5 (6)

Enterprise

37,273

0

34,650

0

0

0

2,623

0

0

Khaled Shahbo

Enterprise Holdings

6 (7)

ALD Automotive

33,222

33,222

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Mel Dawson

Société Générale

7 (5)

Volkswagen Financial Services | Fleet

33,055

22,971

926

1,342

167

9,158

0

0

0

Ian Tilbrook

Volkswagen Fleet Services (UK)

8 (11)

Hitachi Capital Vehicle Solutions

27,532

24,087

1,260

3,292

3539

2,005

180

2,264

1,229

Jon Lawes

Hitachi Capital (UK)

9 (8)

Zenith

26,896

12,525

10,000

2,132

10,100

4,371

0

20,284

2,448

Tim Buchan

Zenith Group Holdings

10 (9)

Free2Move Lease

23,355

23,355

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Duncan Chumley

PSA Group

11 (10)

Ryder

19,429

0

2,876

0

0

0

16,553

0

0

David Hunt

Ryder System

12 (12)

Alphabet (GB)

18,588

18,146

0

758

4,187

442

0

55

1,567

Nick Brownrigg

BMW AG

13 (14)

Mercedes-Benz Financial Services UK

15,849

10,065

0

0

0

5,784

0

0

0

Christian Peters

Daimler

14 (17)

Arnold Clark Finance

14,675

9,954

4,721

0

750

0

0

0

0

David Cooper

Arnold Clarke Automobiles

15 (15)

SHB Hire

14,653

5,122

7,880

934

0

752

899

405

0

Paul Street

SHB Group

16 (16)

West Wallasey

12,540

0

12,540

0

0

0

0

0

0

Mike Kenny

Fleet Hire Services

17 (18)

Venson Automotive Solutions

8,946

6,319

2,170

1,837

1,883

457

0

134

437

Samantha Roff

Premier Fleet Management and Contract Hire

18 (20)

Inchcape Fleet Solutions

5,884

5,714

169

11,101

9,210

0

1

66

62

Matt Rumble

Inchcape

19 (22)

Pendragon Vehicle Management

5,382

4,928

454

911

477

0

0

0

0

Neal Francis

Pendragon

20 (24

Close Brothers Vehicle Hire

5,142

2,358

868

0

0

1,076

840

0

0

Terry Ottey

Close Brothers Group

21 (19)

Europcar UK Group

5,016

0

5,016

372

0

0

0

0

0

Gary Smith

Eurazeo

22 (25)

Go Plant Fleet Services

4,567

2,663

0

272

0

1,718

186

588

0

Vaughan McLeod

Essential Fleet Services

23 (21)

Gulliver’s Truck Hire

4,367

72

450

0

0

1,568

2,277

0

0

Philippe Harding

Gulliver’s

24 (IN)

Total Motion Vehicle Management

4,242

4,115

106

7,339

11454

21

43

64

Simon Hill

Privately owned

25 (IN)

SG Fleet UK

3,722

3,477

121

467

0

63

0

0

Graham Hale

SG Fleet Group
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CF25: Clean Air Zones
Fleet solutions for cars, vans
and commercials that meet your
operational and financial objectives.

Companies are ‘sleepwalking’ into CAZs

Fleet management
Procurement and funding
Driver risk management
Hire vehicles
Vehicle maintenance management
Vehicle storage & spray linings

Too many companies not preparing for imminent introduction of clean air and low emission zones

L

Get in Touch

Tel: 0800 328 0370
www.venson.com

Fleet solutions for cars, vans
and commercials that meet your
operational and financial objectives.
Fleet management
Procurement and funding
Driver risk management
Hire vehicles
Vehicle maintenance management
Vehicle storage & spray linings
Get in Touch

Tel: 0800 328 0370
www.venson.com

Driving vehicle
utilisation higher
The all-in-one business solution for vehicle hire
companies to achieve higher asset utilisation and ROI

Contract

Source

Order

By John Lewis
ife is set to get tougher for businesses making
deliveries in city centres in general and London in
particular.
From April 8 next year, the round-the-clock
ultra-low emission zone (ULEZ) will come into
force in central London.
Diesel vehicles entering the heart of the capital
will have to comply with Euro 6 or face a daily penalty of
£12.50 (for vans) or £100 (for trucks). Petrol-powered vans
will have to meet Euro 4.
The charges will be in addition to the weekday congestion
charge and will replace the T-Charge (toxicity charge).
Certain types of vehicle – zero-emission electric light
commercials for example – will be exempt from the levy.
The ULEZ will cover the current Congestion Charging
Zone. It will be expanded to an area bounded by the North
and South Circular Roads from October 25, 2021.
Operators who never venture into the capital have no
reason to feel complacent.
Clean air zones (CAZs) are being rolled out elsewhere in
the country at the Government’s behest with the aim of
cutting air pollution.
Five cities – Birmingham, Derby, Leeds, Nottingham and
Southampton – have been mandated to introduce them and
the Government has gone on to name 23 other local authorities where air pollution is expected to reach illegal levels by
2021.
All must carry out a feasibility study to determine if a CAZ
is required.

Your fleet utilisation

23

local authorities named
where air pollution is
expected to reach illegal
levels by 2021

CAZs can involve charges being imposed on the owners of
older vehicles that do not meet the zone’s requirements.
Trucks and vans that meet Euro 6 are exempt from any
charges or restrictions, however, as are petrol vans that
meet Euro 4.
As with the ULEZ, zero-emission commercial vehicles are
excused charging.
Implementation of CAZs looks set to vary widely within
those parameters.
Nottingham is not planning to introduce charges because
it anticipates its air will be clean enough thanks to existing
investment in low-emission technologies – Nottingham City
Transport runs the biggest fleet of gas-powered doubledecker buses in the world – and stricter emission requirements for taxis.
However, Leeds plans to charge non-Euro 6 trucks £50 a
day to enter its CAZ, due for introduction in 2020. There will
be no charges for light commercials.
Southampton intends to levy £100 – again with no charge
for vans – when its zone comes into force at the end of 2019,
although this may change before the implementation date.
Birmingham intends to charge between £50 and £100
when its zone is implemented in 2020. Vans that are noncompliant will attract a £12.50 daily charge.
The city will postpone imposing charges for a year on noncompliant vans and trucks operated by businesses within its
CAZ (up to two per business) that are subject to existing
finance agreements.
Derby has come up with three CAZ options with
charges of £20 to £100 mooted for non-compliant

“We’re not seeing the demand (for electric
vans) and there is a question mark over RVs”
Russell Adams, Lex Autolease

Target
90%

95%

Maintain

Send in the
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CF25: Clean Air Zones
vehicles for two of the zones. The zone is set to go
live in 2020.
Restrictions and charges are being imposed in
other parts of the country.
In London, Hackney and Islington councils have unilaterally
decided to charge petrol and diesel vehicle emitting more
than 75g/km of CO2 on a number of streets during peak
times; a move the Road Haulage Association (RHA) describes
as “alarming”. Non-compliant vehicles face £130 fines.
“This is indicative of a worrying anti-vehicle, anti-trade
mindset in local government that fails to understand the need
for businesses to be able to move goods when customers
need them,” says RHA chief executive Richard Burnett.
The association has also strongly criticised Bath and North
East Somerset Council’s plan to charge businesses with
pre-Euro 6 trucks £100 a day to enter a Bath CAZ. The zone
takes in a section of the A36; a primary freight route for the
region which, effectively, by-passes the city.
Many firms – especially those that run light commercials
– appear to be oblivious to what is happening and the tighter
restrictions that are being imposed around the country.
“A recent survey by the British Vehicle Rental and Leasing
Association (BVRLA) revealed that four out of 10 SMEs are
unaware of these developments,” says Russell Adams,
commercial vehicle manager at Lex Autolease.
Stuart Russell, specialist vehicle director at Europcar,
adds: “Customers aren’t saying anything to us about them,
I don’t think it’s on their radar and they are potentially sleepwalking into a disaster. We’ve had inquiries from a couple of
London boroughs about running petrol vans rather than
diesels but nobody has asked us about electric or gaspowered models.
“It’s quite strange and I can only conclude they are hoping
the Government will soften its approach.”
Supporters of the ULEZ and CAZs clearly favour electric
vans. Europcar has no more than 30 on its books and has

Bath’s proposed £100-a-day charge for trucks
has come in for criticism from the RHA
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“This (proposed vehicle ban)
is indicative of a worrying
anti-vehicle, anti-trade
mindset in local government”
Richard Burnett, RHA

99%

NOx reduction achieved by
a retrofit Euro 6 package

no plans to increase the number significantly any time soon.
“We’re not seeing the demand and there is a question mark
over residual values,” Adams says. “We may get some more
petrol vans though. The residuals are OK and we can put
them out to Joe Public.”
Venson Automotive Solutions marketing director Alison
Bell says: “We’ve had some questions and we’ve certainly
had one client ask us about the ULEZ and how it will impact
on their fleet. I’m not aware that we’ve had a lot of other
discussions though.
“I think fleets are interested in what’s happening, but they
won’t actually do anything until they really have to.”
Attitudes can vary dependent on which part of the country
a fleet is based in, she says. “Bear in mind there are areas
which won’t be affected at all,” she adds.
She is concerned that CAZ requirements and charges vary
from one city to the next.
“There doesn’t appear to be a cohesive approach,” she
observes. “There is no joined-up thinking.”
Adams says: “It is my understanding that 65% of the light
commercial parc will be unable to enter the ULEZ and some
CAZs without suffering a penalty.” He is suggesting to Lex
Autolease’s customers that they should seriously look at
running electric vans where possible and practical.
Some operators are starting to voice concern.
“Every conversation we have seems to be about alternative
fuels,” says Hitachi Capital Vehicle Solutions managing
director Jon Lawes.
“Our experience is mixed and we’re definitely seeing some
operators who are more aware than others,” says Asset
Alliance Group managing director, David Potter.
He agrees with Bell that there appears to be no co-ordinated strategy on CAZs. “Everybody seems to be going off
and doing their own thing,” he says.
Lawes adds: “There’s not a single standard across the UK
and that’s the biggest problem.”
What is clear, however, is that the insistence on Euro 6
compliance as a minimum for trucks has dealt a hammerblow to Euro 5 truck residuals. “They’re suffering and we
can only see the situation getting worse,” Potter observes.
Lawes says that “there are large parts of the country –
Devon, Cornwall and Norfolk for example – where Euro 5
models will still be acceptable though,” assuming they are
used solely on local work.
One way of meeting ULEZ and CAZ requirements is to
retrofit an emission control system that will enable your
diesel vehicle to meet Euro 6.
Systems suitable for buses have been available for some
time and are now being rolled out for trucks, albeit slowly.
Veolia has recently trialled a retrofit Euro 6 package
sourced from Eminox on two previously-Euro 5 refuse
collection vehicles it operates in London.
Approved under the Clean Vehicle Retrofit Accreditation
Scheme, it has been a success says the operator, with NOx
down by 99%.

SponSor’S
comment

SponSor’S
comment

Martin Evans, managing director, Jaama

Simon Staton, director of client management, Venson

Ensuring its commercial vehicle software
is cutting-edge to improve operating
efficiencies and business effectiveness
is vital for any conscientious fleet.
Key2 is Jaama’s multi award-winning
web-based vehicle, driver and workshop
management solution used by commercial
vehicle operators including: DHL Supply Chain,
Interserve, MITIE, Serco, Skanska, Speedy Hire and
Oxford City Council.
Jaama, an associate member of the Fleet Operator
Recognition Scheme (FORS) and a partner to the Freight
Transport Association’s Van Excellence scheme, is focused
on helping commercial vehicle fleets achieve compliance
best practice through Key2 implementation.
With both standards becoming a prerequisite to win
business and demonstrate that compliance adherence,
Key2 helps to achieve legislative standards.
Jaama has launched a new Driver and Vehicle Standards
Agency (DVSA) Earned Recognition Scheme module that

CHOOSING A FLEET
MANAGEMENT PROVIDER
Venson offers advice on finding the
right partner for your business
There are many things to consider when
choosing a fleet management company.
While cost is an important consideration, it
should not be the only factor. Leasing and fleet
management companies can vary significantly.
Whether your fleet is big or small, you will need a fleet
management provider that offers a full array of fleet
management services, from vehicle funding and
procurement, nationwide vehicle delivery and maintenance,
to accident management, telematics and fuel management.

“Jaama has also made
significant enhancements to its
award-winning smartphone app”
enables commercial vehicle operators to create, store and
manage compliance data.
The new module, which is also applicable to coach and
bus operators, has been launched in the wake of Jaama
being recognised by the DVSA as a ‘validated IT supplier’
for its Key2 web-based technology.
In return for adopting the Earned Recognition Scheme,
operators are less likely to be stopped for roadside
inspections which will save them time and money.
Furthermore, Jaama has also made significant
enhancements to its award-winning smartphone app,
delivering commercial vehicle fleet manager benefits
thanks to ‘auto-triggering’, as well as simplifying tasks for
drivers such as walk-around vehicle inspection checks
which will automatically update Key2.
That, in turn, ‘auto triggers’ processes such as service,
maintenance and repair procedures determined as a result
of daily vehicle safety inspections.
For further information: website - www.jaama.co.uk;
email – enquiries@jaama.co.uk; phone – 0844 8484 333

“Beware of companies that apply a
‘cookie-cutter’ or one-size-fits-all
approach to your fleet management”
Every business is different, so you will want an expert
who will listen to your needs and be ready to offer flexible
solutions tailored to your organisation. Choose a supplier
that makes fleet management its primary focus. But
beware of companies that apply a ‘cookie-cutter’ or
one-size-fits-all approach to your fleet management and
funding needs.
The ideal fleet management company will make
customer service a top priority and will treat you like a
partner, delivering customer service excellence and value
for money alongside a bespoke duty of care solution.
A good fleet management provider can become part
of a company’s fleet management process, allowing it to
restructure in-house resources to maximise its own
business efficiency by outsourcing a wide range of
processes and logistics.
The key is to look for an experienced company with a
successful track record of offering tailored fleet solutions
designed to help boost efficiency and manage costs.

Tel: 08444 99 1402
Email: sales@venson.com
www.venson.com
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CF25: Alternative fuels

“Our advice to customers
who want to go down this
(non-mainstream fuels)
route is to start small
and learn the lessons”

Giant batteries impractical,
so big names are turning
up the gas to cut emissions

David Potter, Asset Alliance Group

Gas tanks not as environmentally friendly as all-electric,
but they won’t reduce a ﬂeet’s payload capacity as much
A Warrens truck points out
its biogas fuel credentials

By John Lewis
small but growing number of truck operators
including retailers Waitrose and Ocado have
concluded that switching to natural gas is the
answer if they want to cut emissions without
dramatically reducing the payload capacity of
their fleets.
Battery power eliminates emissions entirely,
but for the moment is impractical for heavy goods vehicles.
So says Andy Noble, head of commercial vehicle, offhighway, defence and industrial market sector at Ricardo
Global Automotive.
“To achieve a 500-mile range, a 40-tonne truck would need
a 10-tonne lithium-ion battery that would cost £270,000,” he
says: bad news if you happen to be transporting heavy loads
such as glass, steel, paper or concrete, and bad news for
your bank balance, too.
Onboard gas tanks do not impose anywhere near such a
weight penalty. “Gaseous fuels including natural gas and
biogas are key pathways towards achieving CO2 and greenhouse gas reduction for heavy-duty long-haul transportation,” says Noble.
Natural gas refuelling station operator Gasrec says a
compressed natural gas engine emits 90% fewer particulates and 70% less NOx than its Euro 6 diesel counterpart.
The fuel can also be up to 40% cheaper, it contends.
The engines that burn it are around 10% less efficient than
their diesel equivalents, however, so they consume more
fuel over a given distance. In addition, gas trucks are around
20% more expensive than their diesel counterparts and are
likely to be worth at least 20% less secondhand according
to a senior executive at one leading contract hire company.
Natural gas can cut CO2 emissions by 15% rising to 90%
if a truck runs on biogas made from waste, says Gasrec. It
is a route County Durham-based Warrens Group is heading
down with the acquisition of an Iveco Eurocargo Natural
Power 16-tonner fuelled on biogas made from the food
waste Warrens collects from pubs, restaurants and supermarkets across the north-east of England.
“We recognise natural gas as the future and we’re planning
to add more gas-powered Ivecos to our fleet,” says Warrens
director Adam Warren.
The Eurocargo Natural Power meets Euro 6. That is a key

A
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£270,000
cost of 10-tonne lithium-ion
battery on a 40-tonne truck

Good for inner city
deliveries, the all-electric Fuso

consideration given that is the emission standard cities introducing clean air zones (CAZs) expect trucks to meet, and the
standard set by the forthcoming London ultra-low emission
zone (ULEZ).
Moving down the weight range, global logistics group
Arcese is now using a natural gas Iveco Daily Natural Power
6.5-tonner to handle deliveries to upmarket retail outlets in
central London. It is approximately 50% quieter than the
equivalent diesel – an advantage for any firm that is dropping
off goods early in the morning or late at night.
One potential drawback of gas engines is the risk, however
small, that they will emit unburned methane, which has a
global warming potential approximately 30 times that of CO2.
Eliminating this risk is a challenge that has been addressed
by a major three-year European collaborative project involving
research into the potential of lean-burn gas engines.
It involved truck manufacturers, leading automotive
component suppliers, universities and research and development consultancies, including Ricardo.
The European Union contributed €20 million (approximately £17.5m) to the initiative while the motor industry
collectively wrote a cheque for €7m (£6.1m).
A gas engine’s methane oxidation catalyst can be poisoned
by sulphur and stop functioning. So researchers have come
up with an after-treatment system that features a three-way

catalyst positioned before the methane oxidation catalyst to
help protect it from sulphur’s effects, says Noble.
While the number of publicly-accessible gas filling stations
is steadily increasing, the total remains comparatively small;
so fleets may conclude that they have no option but to install
their own. Doing so can cost anywhere from £300,000 to
£1.2m dependent on its size.
“Remember that it can take anywhere from three-to-18
months to build an on-site facility due to local planning
requirements,” says Gasrec chief commercial officer, James
Westcott.
While renewable gas may be the alternative-fuel solution
for trucks, electric vans are likely to be the answer on shorthaul last-mile deliveries if they cannot be accomplished by
couriers on foot or using electrically-assisted bicycles, says
Peter Harris, UPS director of sustainability, Europe, and a
director of the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership (LCVP).
One of the major obstacles that has to be overcome is
establishing a charging infrastructure at the depots. UPS
has done so at its depot at Camden in London.
“We’ve formed a consortium involving us, London’s Cross
River Partnership and UK Power Networks Services,” he
says. “It’s involved developing a smart grid which times and
spreads the recharging of vehicles throughout the night.
“As a consequence we can now recharge 170 vans and

UK Power Network Services
can spread the recharging of
its vehicle throughout the night

we’ve created an energy storage unit at Camden which we’re
populating with the old batteries we take off our vehicles.”
UK Power Networks has recently acquired eight electric
Renault Kangoo Van ZE 33s for use in London. It believes
they will deliver an estimated 15% saving compared with
diesel thanks to cheaper fuel, their exemption from ULEZ
charges and the availability of Government grants.
The electricity distributor plans to use solar power to
recharge the Kangoos at six of its locations. With its enhanced
33kWh battery, Kangoo Van ZE 33 is said to have a real-world
range of up to 124 miles, and can be fully-recharged in no
more than six hours using a three-phase 7kW AC charger.
Nissan, Citroën and Peugeot all have electric rivals to
Kangoo available while Renault is marketing an electric
Master. Battery-powered Mercedes-Benz Vitos and
Sprinters and Volkswagen Caddies, Transporters and
Crafters are in the pipeline and a total of nine electric Fuso
eCanter 7.5-tonners are on trial with DPD, Hovis and
Wincanton in and around London. They have a claimed
range of more than 60 miles and can carry up to 4.5 tonnes,
including the body.
Hybrids have a role to play, too. A plug-in hybrid Ford
Transit Custom will be on sale in 2019.
How about hydrogen fuel cells? “They represent the future,
but they’re probably about 10 years away for vans and
trucks,” says Hitachi Capital Vehicle Solutions managing
director Jon Lawes.
Contract hire and rental companies are for the most part
adopting a cautious approach towards vans and trucks
powered by alternative fuels.
Enterprise Flex-E-Rent managing director Danny Glynn
has two customers running electric vehicles. They are doing
so as a joint venture with the rental group so both parties
can gain a better understanding of the implications of relying
on battery power.
“We’ve not gone as far as to offer gas trucks for hire though,”
he says. “That’s probably at least six to 12 months away.”
Asset Alliance Group managing director David Potter says:
“We’ve got some customers who are looking at gas-powered
Ivecos and Volvos but setting a residual is challenging, as is
demonstrating wholelife costs.
“Where is the secondhand market for gas trucks?” he
wonders. Large numbers of used diesel trucks are successfully exported to third world countries, but Potter doubts they
will want models that run on natural gas.
“Then there are questions about the ability of dealer
networks to cope with these vehicles and the availability of
refuelling facilities,” he says.
Nor is he convinced by some of the promises made by
manufacturers concerning the payback time for vehicles
powered by non-mainstream fuels. “When they say it will be
in years two and three we suspect it will be in years four and
five,” he says. “Our advice to customers who want to go this
route is to start small and learn the lessons.”
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CF25: Brexit

Looking at the worse case on Brexit
As this article is written in mid-November there is still much confusion surrounding virtually
all aspects of the Brexit negotiations, including the question of whether it will really happen
By Tim Campbell

W

e know the haulage industry occupies
a prominent place on the Brexit transport wish list just behind aviation.
Comments in Parliament from
Secretary of State for Transport Chris
Grayling way back in November 2016
confirm it. He said: “The second area
on which I am focusing is road haulage. We depend on road
hauliers. Without them, our shops would be empty and
industry would grind to a halt.
“Our logistics industry does a first-class job in getting our
goods to the right places, but the vast majority of lorries on
the roads never leave the country.
“As we look to the future and to trade that does leave the
country and crosses borders, there is one simple fact that
we need to bear in mind. About 85% of the lorries operating
between the United Kingdom and the continent belong to
EU-owned businesses – international hauliers that are not
based in this country.”
If we look at the major documents concerning Brexit and,
more importantly for us, the road transport industry, we see
three key papers published over the back half of 2018.
n The future relationship between the United Kingdom and
the European Union (published in July 2018).
n Commercial road haulage in the EU if there’s no Brexit
deal (published September 2018).
n Brexit and Transport Briefing Paper by Louise Butcher
(November 2018).
In this article we will look at the main messages to come
out of the latter two documents given these relate specifically to road transport.
Both documents, published less than six weeks apart
cover more or less the same ground, outlining the situation
currently and then looking beyond March 2019.
The September report started by saying that, given the
mutual interests of both the UK and Europe, it was unlikely
that a “no-deal” Brexit would occur but then added that this
was a document for “just in case”.
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Chris Grayling, Transport Secretary
the 1968 Vienna Convention, for commercial trailers in
excess of 750kg and all trailers over 3,500kg making international journeys and will come into force regardless of
whether the UK leaves the EU with or without a deal.

Will trucks travelling to Europe
via the Channel Tunnel rail link
be subject to extra checks?

Haulage permit applications
The Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) is developing new systems for the allocation of permits needed from
29 March 2019 and it is believed the demand will significantly
exceed supply. As such, permits will not be allocated on a
‘first-come-first-served’ basis, but rather according to
criteria under the Haulage Permits and Trailer Registration
Act 2018.

85%

of lorries operating between
UK and the Continent belong
to EU-owned businesses

43

countries operate the
ECMT permit scheme

As its stands pre-March 2019
In the first instance, the documents outlined the current situation, and covered the key areas such as the requirements
for UK hauliers to hold a Standard International Operator’s
Licence along with a Community Licence giving UK hauliers
access to unlimited international journeys ‘for hire and
reward’ in the EU as well as limited cabotage.
It also pointed out the wider European Conference of Ministers of Transport (ECMT) permit scheme covering goods to or
through 43 countries (including all EU countries except
Cyprus) with a limited number of permits available to the UK.
As well as the vehicles, driver requirements were also
mentioned, specifically the UK driver Certificate of Professional Competence (CPC) which currently complies with EU
standards and the fact that this will continue to be required
in the UK post-Brexit.
Post-March 2019 and no Brexit deal
The post-Brexit no-deal section is more detailed, addressing
each subject area separately:

“The vast majority of
lorries on the roads
never leave the country”

Licences/market access
The main area of contention and concern would be that UK
hauliers would no longer be able to access the EU markets
due to the possibility there will no automatic recognition by
the EU of UK-issued Community Licences nor will they able
to carry out Cabotage.
EU countries may choose to recognise UK-issued operator
licences and associated authorisations although this could
not be guaranteed but ECMT permits may be used if there
is no deal as Government has made arrangements under
the Haulage Permits and Trailer Registration Act. In addition,
some old bilateral agreements between the UK and specific
EU countries may come back into force if there is no deal.
To manage this process the Haulage Permits and Trailer
Registration Act 2018 puts in place arrangements to allocate
permits required for international journeys, whether issued
under the ECMT or bilateral arrangements, and to enforce
these requirements in the UK.
Driving licences
The UK’s ratification of the 1968 Vienna Convention on Road
Traffic (which will come into force on March 28, 2019) and
the 1949 Geneva Convention on Road Traffic enables UK
drivers to continue driving in EU countries after the UK has
left although they may need an International Driving Permit.

Many trucks operate solely
within UK borders

Trailer registration
EU countries that have ratified the 1968 Vienna Convention
can require UK trailers to be registered when travelling in
their country from March 28, 2019. This means trailers will
need to:
n Be registered with the Driver and Vehicle Licensing
Agency (DVLA).
n Display their own registration plate (separate from the
vehicle towing them).
The Haulage Permits and Trailer Registration Act provides
for a UK trailer registration scheme to be set up in line with

Driver CPC
Government confirms that we will continue to recognise the
EU CPC for EU drivers, including EU drivers working for UK
businesses. In a no-deal scenario, possession of a UK-issued
CPC would, in practice, continue to allow a UK driver to drive
a UK truck in the EU when using an ECMT permit or other
bilateral deal. However, if UK CPC is not formally recognised
in future by the EU, UK drivers wishing to work for an EU
operator may need to acquire a new CPC qualification issued
by an EU country. The document also points out that anyone
with a UK CPC wishing to swap to an EU country could do
so up to the end of March 2019.
Borders and traffic management
Without a deal, it is possible that EU-required checks at EU
ports could create delays and also affect routes and it
recommends logistics companies look at the following so
they have contingency plans in place:
n Alternative routes to move goods by roll-on-roll-off
haulage.
n Alternative modes of transportation, such as containerisation or unaccompanied trailers.
n Appropriate arrangements to allow for disruption to
supply chains.
In the event of delays caused by increased checks at EU
ports, the UK Government will implement contingency
arrangements to manage the flow of traffic across the UK.
Comments from industry
A spokesperson at Mercedes-Benz Trucks UK said: “Daimler
is fully aware of the importance of a functioning EU internal
market. The Brexit procedure cannot undermine the EU and
its functioning. The UK is for Daimler the most important
market in Europe after Germany. Therefore, the trade relation between the UK and the EU must be kept as smooth as
possible. A hard Brexit with uncertain relations to the UK
after the withdrawal in March 2019 should be avoided.”
Logistics companies such as Eddie Stobart also re-iterated
these points. “There clearly remains lot of uncertainty
around the consequences of Brexit. In Eddie Stobart, most
of our operations are in either the UK or continental Europe
with less than 2% of our revenue generated through crossing
the English Channel,” said a spokesman.
“While we await clarification, in terms of the negotiations,
we feel that, given the flexible nature of our operating model,
we are well placed to respond in the appropriate manner.”

SponSor’S
comment
By Gil Kelly, operations director, Venson
THE DANGERS OF
OVERLOADING A VEHICLE
Venson offers vehicle conversion advice
If a vehicle is dangerously overloaded the
driver could face a charge of dangerous
driving which carries a maximum penalty
of two years in prison.
Overloading puts massive strain on vehicle tyres and
makes the vehicle less stable, difficult to steer and take
longer to stop – the consequences can be fatal.
To ensure your vehicles are never overloaded you should:
n Know the weights of your vehicles
n Know what you are carrying and the weight of the load

“Organisations need to make sure
staff are equipped with the knowledge
they need to operate the vehicle”
n Do not automatically trust declared weights, invoices or
delivery notes given to you by customers
n Distribute your load appropriately to avoid overloading
axles
n Check the gross vehicle weight (gvw) before setting out
Ensuring a vehicle is converted correctly is also vital.
There are a number of factors that need to be considered
prior to any vehicle conversion - how the vehicle is going to
be used, including the working environment and the
payload of the goods and equipment it is carrying.
Crucially, organisations also need to make sure staff
are equipped with the knowledge they need to operate the
vehicle and on-board equipment.
Fitting crash-tested storage equipment, such as racking,
and including a bulkhead in the vehicle helps improve
driver safety.
Too many businesses cut corners when it comes to
equipping their vehicles, or don’t recognise the impact an
inferior product could have on vehicle or driver safety.
Getting the vehicle specification right at the outset and
ensuring it is converted correctly can save businesses time
and money and provides a safe working environment
for staff.
Tel: 08444 99 1402
Email: sales@venson.com
www.venson.com
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2019: A year of challenge and opportunity
Poor health and an ever-diminishing workforce are just a couple of the issues facing the sector
By Mark Cartwright, head of vans and light commercial
vehicles, Freight Transport Association (FTA)
rom the arrival of new air quality improvement
schemes to increasing mental and physical health
considerations for drivers, 2018 has been a year of
challenge and opportunity for the van and truck
sector. And this dynamic trading environment is
set to continue in 2019. Here are some of the challenges and developments I believe truck and van
operators will face in the upcoming year.

Mark Cartwright says the
FCA is campaigning for a
revision of visa rules to
ease the skills shortage

F

Driver health
With a study by Mercedes-Benz Vans revealing that one-infive van drivers describe their mental health as poor or very
poor, it is imperative the logistics industry comes together to
address the root causes of this and raise awareness of the
support available to improve the health of the workforce.
Despite the prevalence of depression, excessive stress and
other mental illnesses, many of those struggling with such
disorders suffer in silence for fear of ridicule or lack of
support from those around them.
Drivers often operate in highly isolated, pressurised environments, and these conditions, combined with more
physical concerns – such as a lack of access to water, healthy
foods, fresh air and opportunities for exercise – make it easy
to see why drivers are prone to poor mental health.
FTA is at the forefront of tackling this issue and campaigns
tirelessly for change. The solution lies in a two-pronged
approach: raising awareness of the support available and
improving working conditions.
Van Excellence, an industry-led scheme administered by
FTA, recently launched a ground-breaking campaign with
the charity CALM (Campaign Against Living Miserably), in
which vehicle hire and leasing companies provide support
packs to all customers, tailor-made by CALM and FTA, to
raise awareness of the issue and offer advice where needed.
As we move into 2019, mental and physical health will
continue to be a key focus for Van Excellence. In particular,
its Operational Briefings will explore how factors including
diet, mindset and hydration impact on wellbeing, risk
perception and performance.

Skills shortages
The industry is facing an ever-increasing shortage of drivers.
There are currently 52,000 HGV driver vacancies in the UK,
and, with the average age of a lorry driver now 48 years old,
it is clear we urgently need to attract and retain tens of thousands of new workers. In the van sector, we see significant
seasonal variations, particularly around Christmas and

n For more information on the
Operational Briefings or the
CALM campaign, please email
info@vanexcellence.co.uk or
call 03717 11 22 22

“For those willing to embrace change,
2019 presents the chance to usher in a
new, more positive and supportive era”
Mark Cartwright, Freight Transport Association

Black Friday, and meeting the demand for drivers at peak
times is an enormous challenge.
The logistics sector needs to show there are clear career
opportunities and significant long-term prospects in logistics;
we need to improve working conditions; and the Government
must change its ineffective approach towards skills promotion
and apprenticeships to fund meaningful training and development programmes for the workforce of tomorrow.
Without action, the issue will worsen as we move into 2019,
with the Government’s Brexit immigration policy due to
exacerbate the shortage. While the logistics sector is reliant
on non-UK workers from the European Economic Area
(EEA), the Government’s recent Migration Advisory
Committee (MAC) report fails to recognise the importance
of these workers, deeming them to be “low skilled”. As such,
they are unlikely to be allowed to stay in the UK post-Brexit.
FTA continues to campaign for a change of policy to ensure
workers of all abilities are considered for visas, to ensure the
logistics sector – and, in turn, the wider UK economy – does
not come grinding to a halt.
Of course, these issues present just a few of the challenges
facing the industry; there are more bumps on the road ahead.
As the Government seeks to improve air quality in highly
populated areas, operators will need to upgrade their vehicles
to avoid being charged in clean air zones (CAZs) – due to
become operational by the end of 2019 – or similar schemes.
In addition, delivery noise and traffic reduction schemes
will become more commonplace. Mayor of London Sadiq
Khan recently announced his ambition to reduce freight
vehicle movements in morning peak hours by 10% in Central
London and other cities may well follow suit.
While 2019 poses many challenges, for those willing to
embrace change, it presents the chance to usher in a new,
more positive and supportive era for the van and truck sector.
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PLAN AHEAD

Reviewing the ﬂeet make-up and what the vehicle is being
used for, prior to considering vehicle ﬁt out, can often mean
there are options to use alternative vehicles. Perhaps using a
pick-up instead of a van means the driver can get closer to the
worksite, is less likely to get stuck and the vehicle is less likely
to get damaged.

Identify suppliers who will help you plan your ﬂeet
requirements ahead of time. By anticipating the reuse of
racking and other equipment you can work out your lifetime
funding costs and determine which ﬁnance plan will best suit
your business.

3

4

COST-SAVING ADVICE

Running correctly speciﬁed vehicles is critical to the efficiency
and productivity of a business. A supplier who will help and
advise on how to get the right conversion and ﬁttings for
your vehicles will ensure the most appropriate layout for the
vehicle which will deliver operational cost savings.

5

TURNKEY SOLUTIONS

Research is helping to develop
a microvalve pilot at Delphi

CUSTOMISED RACKING

Fitting customised racking can save time and money. Not only
can staff quickly ﬁnd the right tools for a job, but working
with the right supplier means a design that maximises storage
capacity. Also provides the opportunity to review whether
downsizing some of the ﬂeet to smaller vans is also feasible.

6

KEY-TO-KEY HANDOVERS

Consider suppliers who can provide turnkey conversions as
this leads to a more efficient handover and ﬁnance process.
One order/one invoice is the ideal scenario especially when
looking to ﬁnance and/or ﬂeet manage the vehicles. If the van
is bought with ﬁnance, incorporating the cost of the racking
into the monthly payments simpliﬁes the budgeting and
administrative process.

A supplier who can provide a one-stop-shop speeds up the
conversion process. From having the vehicle ordered and
delivered to the ﬁt out centre and, once complete, delivered
to desired location or a key-for-key handover, ensures a more
streamlined service and minimal downtime for the ﬂeet.

7

8

TRANSFERRING EQUIPMENT

LIFESPAN EXPECTATIONS

It’s important to discuss your options thoroughly with your
provider from the outset, especially if you are ﬁnancing the
vehicle and conversion as a single package. If you intend
to transfer the equipment to another vehicle at the end of
contract, understand the implications and costs of transferring
to another vehicle, including any repairs or refurbishment
charges.

Vehicle and product lifecycles can play a big part in managing
conversion costs. A quality modular racking system, for
example, might remain serviceable over the vehicle’s lifetime
and could be used in two or more successive vehicles.
You could expect to get up to 10 years of use from some
equipment.

9

10

KEY CONSIDERATIONS

Payload, productivity and the impact on vehicle performance
should be key considerations when determining your
equipment speciﬁcations. Systems that increase payload,
save fuel and enhance your employee’s efficiency will make
valuable investments. Choosing higher-end, modular ﬁt outs
means they can be reconﬁgured if your requirements change.

www.venson.com

RISKS OF BUILDING YOUR OWN

Many commercial vehicle ﬂeets are used as mobile toolboxes
and you may have skilled workforces who build their own
racking systems. This can prove costly and unproductive as
well as leading to health, safety and warranty issues. Although
it can seem a cost-effective option, the business and risk to
the driver should be taken into consideration.

email: sales@venson.com

tel: 08444 99 1402

Intense hunt for the ideal powertrain solution
OE suppliers access the best ways to reduce pollution and help vans and trucks to travel further
By John Lewis
f you want to get an idea of the direction vans and trucks
are likely to head in over the next few years, don’t just
look at what the manufacturers are doing and saying.
Take a look at the activities of some of the industry’s
leading original equipment (OE) components suppliers.
Manufacturers are, after all, largely assemblers of
items made by other people; and they rely heavily on
the technologies key suppliers are continually working on.
Diesel’s obituary has been written way too soon, says Mary
Gustanski, chief technology officer at Delphi Technologies.
Detailed developments in everything from fuel injection to
electronic controllers for engines mean the fuel still has
plenty of life left in it for commercial vehicles. It will not be
completely displaced by battery-only power any time soon,
especially for long-distance transport.
Battery power may be a valid option if you are using vans
on short-haul last-mile work, delivering parcels and packages in urban areas.
“However, running a 44-tonne truck purely on batteries is
difficult at present if you want it to move any goods,” says
Dave OudeNijeweme, head of technology trends at the
Advanced Propulsion Centre, a collaborative project between
government and industry. He was the keynote speaker at a
recent press event hosted by Delphi.
The sheer weight of the battery pack – 11 tonnes or more
according to some industry estimates – would steal a large
chunk of its payload capacity.
Battery power densities are likely to increase significantly
between now and 2035, he concedes. This will involve moving
away from lithium-ion to other types of battery technology.
“I’m thinking here of solid state, but if you are going to
introduce solid state batteries you’ve got to move them out
of the laboratory and into mass production,” he says.

I

90%

of vehicles sold worldwide
will still have an engine in
2030 – the opinion of Delphi’s
chief technology ofﬁcer

How the valve for the
micro fuel injector
measures up

One route manufacturers might pursue, OudeNijeweme
suggests, is to employ a mixture of batteries and ultracapacitors. The latter have limited energy storage capacity,
but can deliver large power boosts if a heavily-laden truck
needs help climbing a steep incline.
Battery makers will certainly need to eliminate some of the
rare earth materials they use, he suggests; or attempt to
recycle them. “They are expensive, and a lot of them come
from China,” he says.
Becoming too reliant on a single source of materials
needed to make a vitally-important product can leave an
industry a hostage to fortune.
In the meantime, the innovations Gustanski is thinking of
should ensure that diesel engines operate more efficiently,
emitting less CO2 and NOx. Odds are, however, that they will
be incorporated into diesel-electric hybrid powertrains.
“Some 90% of the vehicles sold worldwide in 2030 will still
have an engine,” Gustanski says.
“I expect 50% will be electrified, but the bulk of them will
be hybrids. High-voltage hybrid solutions will be the technology of choice.”
Delphi powertrain electrification expert Joel Durr says: “A
48v mild hybrid can reduce CO2 output by 15% compared
with a standard diesel engine.”
Opt for a plug-in hybrid and CO2 will fall 50%, he adds.
The advantage of going the hybrid route is the ability to
combine diesel’s efficiency benefits on long-haul runs with
the ability – dependent on the hybrid technology selected – to
switch to zero-emission, battery-only power in restricted
urban areas.
A development that will have a significant role to play, says
Gustanski, is Delphi’s launch of a remarkable
ultra-high-precision fuel injector for truck engines,
with a valve that is just 1mm in diameter.
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In pilot production at the company’s plant in Stonehouse, Gloucestershire, it is being made using
miniaturised manufacturing techniques that
involve sub-micron clearances. They go beyond the tolerances required by the aerospace industry, says the company.
The DFI 21 injector is at the heart of Delphi’s new F3
common rail injection system. Announced as a development
concept in 2016, it will enter volume production in 2021
following business wins in Europe and the USA.
The extraordinarily-low weight of the 1mm valve helps the
DFI 21 deliver up to nine injections per combustion cycle
compared with three for a typical Euro 6 system. Benefits
include less soot and less NOx; and if less NOx is being
emitted, then AdBlue consumption could fall.
“Reducing engine-out emissions gives engine designers
much greater flexibility in their after-treatment strategy, with
some significant potential cost savings for both the vehicle
manufacturer and the operator,” says Delphi product
engineering director James Kewley.
“DFI 21 could allow simplification of exhaust after-treatment and a reduction in Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)
fluid consumption.”
Nor will DFI 21’s performance get sloppy as it grows older,
he stresses. That is because the F3 system uses something
called closed-loop compensation.
It ensures the injectors will remain accurate throughout an
engine’s typical design life of around a million miles.
The unique performance signature of each of the DFI 21
injectors is coded onto a chip within the injector which
communicates with the ECU (engine control unit), enabling
it to adjust each pulse. This compensates for any change in
the injector’s characteristics over time.
Kewley makes the point that Delphi’s approach to closedloop control means no extra wiring is required.
“This will significantly reduce the cost and the manufacturing and packaging penalties usually associated with the
introduction of closed-loop sensing,” he says. “It’s a great
example of our ‘clever, not complex’ design philosophy.”
Introducing more sophisticated injectors appeals to vehicle
manufacturers because it means they can garner significant
performance improvements without having to engage in
major engine redesigns.
“Even a minor redesign can cost millions,” Gustanski says.

“I expect 50% (of vehicles
sold worldwide in 2030) will
be electriﬁed, but the bulk
of them will be hybrids”
Mary Gustanski, Delphi Technologies

70-80%

of vehicles with have some
form of connectivity by
2022-2023

Delphi is also working on 400v and 800v electrical systems
with high-voltage power switches for commercial vehicles,
not to mention sophisticated electronic powertrain controllers. Due to go into production from 2020 onwards, its
Generation 7 controller includes the cybersecurity protection necessary to enable vehicle manufacturers to deliver
over-the-air software updates that allow system upgrades
to be delivered overnight – without interrupting the van or
truck’s servicing schedule.
There remains plenty of further scope for improving the
efficiency of diesel engines thereby lessening their CO2
emissions and overall environmental impact, says OudeNijeweme. “I’m thinking of waste heat recovery systems from
the engine’s multiple heat sources and the use of synthetic
fuels, including fuel from waste,” he says.
Gaseous fuels remain an option and one that is being
embraced by a small, but growing, number of operators.
Methane slip remains a concern – “from the emissions
viewpoint that can make gas worse than diesel,” he says –
and if you power your vehicles with liquefied natural gas you
will find you are competing for it with major industrial users.
“Industry will still want its share,” he says.
Other developments are, of course, occurring in line with
powertrain changes. “By 2022/2023 anywhere between
70% and 80% of vehicles will have connectivity of some kind,”
Gustanski says. There will also be an increased move
towards more autonomy for trucks.

The Gen 7 controller allows overthe-air software updates to be safely
delivered to vehicles overnight
without disrupting a truck’s schedule
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Electric vehicles

World’s major fleets commit
to speed up the adoption of EVs
Global campaign seeks 100% transition to electric power by 2030
By Jonathan Manning
he UK’s largest and highest profile fleets are in
the crosshairs of a campaign to accelerate the
uptake of electric vehicles (EVs).
EV100 is a programme launched by the charity,
The Climate Group, with the goal of bringing
forward the transition to EVs to 2030. The UK
Government has already expressed its intention
to prohibit the sale of cars with internal combustion engines
by 2040, but EV100 has more ambitious targets in both timeframe and type of vehicle.
The hundred in its name refers to “100% ambition” to
transition to a battery-powered fleet by 2030, says Sandra
Roling, head of EV100.
The objective is that supporters of the campaign will
commit to all of their sub-3.5-tonne vehicles, whether
commercial or passenger car, to be electric within 12 years,
and 50% of vehicles that weigh between 3.5 and 7.5 tonnes.
“We are all expecting the transition to electro-mobility to
happen, but from a climate and air pollution perspective,
making that happen earlier rather than later would be preferable, so we felt that 2030 would be an ambitious target to
move the timeline forward,” added Roling.
By harnessing early demand from the purchasers of large
volumes of vehicles, EV100 hopes to unlock further market
development, increasing the production of EVs, driving down
prices and making EVs more accessible and affordable.
Setting the deadline of 2030, “seemed to be sufficiently
ambitious, but also realistically doable with a coherent
strategy behind it”, says Roling. The timeframe acknowledges that fleets may have established vehicle renewal
cycles that will need adjustment, and allows scope to trial
EVs and build up engagement steadily.
It will require a big uplift from today. Data from sister
magazine Fleet News’s FN50 report reveals that, of the
433,000 vans funded by the UK’s 50 biggest leasing compa-

T

26

of the world’s biggest
fleets have already
signed up to EV100

nies, just 1.2%, or 5,200, are full electric. Meanwhile, 2.1% of
the 1.3 million cars (27,500) are electric.
However, the British Vehicle Rental and Leasing Association and its membership has pledged to increase the number
of EVs (cars and vans) from 50,000 to 720,000 by 2025.
What’s required, though, is an increase in the number of
electric vans on the market. At present, the only 3.5-tonne
EV is the Iveco Daily. The Volkswagen eCrafter is on trial with
a few fleets but will not be launched in right-hand drive in
the UK until next year, while the Renault Master ZE will not
go on sale for another couple of months.
Nevertheless, EV100, which officially launched just over a
year ago, has already signed up 26 of the world’s biggest
fleets to its cause, although figures for how many vehicles
this represents will not be available until the campaign
publishes its first annual report at the start of next year.
Among the first companies to join are Bank of America,
Deutsche Post DHL Group, EDF Group, Heathrow Airport,
HP, Ikea, LeasePlan and Unilever. Evidence from a longer
established sister campaign run by The Climate Group,
called RE100 (to accelerate the uptake of electricity from

“We know that the upfront
investment is still higher but
the cost curve is coming
down. Bloomberg is
expecting costs to be
competitive about 2024”
Sandra Roling, EV100
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renewable sources) indicates that a membership of about
100 companies is readily achievable.
“You start by building an initial group of leaders,” says
Roling. “It’s following the innovation uptake curve model
where you have the front runners, the early adopters, and
then eventually you move the idea into the mainstream.
“The initial step is demonstrating that electro-mobility is
feasible, and that there’s a strong business case there by
working with a set of representative companies.
“In terms of geographical spread we have a broad range
across Europe, North America, China, Japan, India and New
Zealand and in terms of industry sectors we have logistics,
retail, leasing and utilities.”
If there’s a unifying characteristic among these companies,
it’s not simply their scale, but also their strong climate
targets and their determination to think ahead in their strategies about what a low carbon future looks like and what it
means for their businesses.
The two most recent recruits are the Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey, which will switch 50% of its 1,300 light
duty vehicles to electric by 2025, and the world’s fourth
largest telecoms company, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
Corporation in Japan, which has pledged to convert half its
11,000-strong fleet to electric by 2025 and the rest by 2030.
Membership of EV100 is free, and there’s no minimum fleet
size to join, but to build momentum the initiative has certain
types of fleet in its sights.
“It’s about impact and footprint,” says Roling. “For some
companies it’s about the size, but sometimes it’s also about
visibility and public interaction. If you take Heathrow Airport,
for example, they have a green-level fleet and thousands of
travellers coming through every day who would, of course,
be using electric taxis and electric shuttle buses, so there’s
an exposure opportunity.”
The UK should be a fertile recruitment ground for EV100
members given the current political focus on air quality and
pollution. With London due to introduce an ultra-low emission zone next year that will charge non-compliant heavy
commercial vehicles £100 to enter the centre of the capital,
and other major cities devising their own plans to combat
diesel emissions, electric propulsion appears to be the

logical solution to maintain the seamless delivery of goods
and services to air-sensitive urban centres.
But, this is more than a UK project. Members of EV100 are
expected to make a global commitment that all of their
operations develop a roadmap to transition to EVs, even if
local conditions mean the chronology may be staggered.
Early feedback from the first year of the campaign indicates a handful of key factors are driving interest in EV100
and, more broadly, electric vehicles.
“If a company is serious about reducing its emissions, it
should be looking at its transport operations,” says Roling.
The purchasing power and influence of EV100 members
is giving them a more active voice in the dialogue with policymakers and automotive manufacturers to shape the
future market.
“The campaign offers profiling and recognition for the leadership they (EV100 members) are showing,” says Roling. “We
want EV100 to be a group that increasingly can be a voice in
these types of conversations and articulate what companies
need on the demand side to fulfil their EV ambitions.”
On the practical side, EV100 presents opportunities through
regular webinars and ‘leadership lunches’ for participants to
share best practice and learn from one another.
Moreover, the economic argument is slowly swinging in
favour of EVs as their total cost of ownership begins to match
that of diesel-powered vehicles.
“In the medium term we expect the cost argument to
grow,” says Roling. “We know that the upfront investment is
still higher but the cost curve is coming down – Bloomberg
is expecting the upfront, unsubsidised costs to be competitive about 2024. So, in the coming years we see an interesting
space where, dependent on what usage model you have, the
total cost of ownership will become quite interesting.”
Nor should the PR value of being seen to be a pioneer of
green, sustainable initiatives be overlooked by companies
with an increasingly eco-aware consumer base.
As for the boldness of committing to a zero emission fleet
by 2030, “there is a strong case for putting an ambitious
target out there and just doing it as strongly as you can,
finding peers to work with, and not underestimating what
you can achieve”, says Roling.
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THREE APPROACHES TO PRICING

Choosing the right supplier involves much more than scanning
price lists. Ideally, choice should depend on a wide range of
factors such as value for money, quality, reliability and service.
How you weigh up the importance of the different factors
will obviously depend on business priorities, operational
objectives and overall business strategy.

Buyer beware – typically there are three different approaches
to ﬂeet management pricing: a monthly ﬂeet management
fee – lump sum/per vehicle per month; SMR invoices – passed
on at cost with a % mark up; or SMR invoices – % discount on
retail price. Pricing should be clear, concise, and scalable with
the best interests of the customer at heart.

3

4

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

PART OF YOUR TEAM

Review your ﬂeet services and operational requirements.
What’s working well, what could be improved and are there
any new requirements that need to be covered off? Seek
input from a range of stakeholders in the business to ensure
everything is captured. Agree ‘must haves’ as this helps
understand which suppliers need to be included in the
procurement process.

A good ﬂeet management supplier will be an integral part
of your ﬂeet team, dealing with the day-to-day issues,
identifying risks and delivering recommendations to improve
ﬂeet performance and alleviate unnecessary spend.

5

6

REGULAR REVIEWS

MANAGING DOWNTIME

Regularly review what you’re getting from your ﬂeet
management supplier. If you decided to procure the cheapest
solution have the “paper savings” translated into tangible or
real savings? It’s important to look at value for money and
to continually monitor contract performance against key
performance indicators (KPIs).

Think carefully about service delivery. It is vital that vehicles
are working for the business and not standing idle – vehicle
downtime as a result of a failure to take action is a huge
business expense. How does your supplier deﬁne downtime,
how well do they manage it and how is it measured?

7

8

PREQUALIFICATION MEETINGS

LONG-TERM FLEXIBILITY

When tendering, remember it’s a ‘snapshot in time’ and
over time the supplier’s range of products and services may
change. It can be dangerous to base supplier selection solely
on a tender response with price the arbiter. Prequaliﬁcation
meetings can help, allowing you to ‘get under the skin’ of the
supplier to ﬁnd out if they are a good ﬁt for your business.

With contracts typically lasting three-ﬁve years what is
bought today needs to be ﬂexible for the future. A supplier
who demonstrates knowledge of the latest legislation,
taxation and marketplace developments will help ensure that
decisions you make today are also the right ones for your ﬂeet
longer term.

9

10

REASONABLE SLAs AND KPIs

Measure contract performance as it drives improvements.
There are two ways KPIs can achieve management power –
they help spot potential problems or opportunities and set
targets that will deliver strategic goals. While service-level
agreements (SLAs) and KPIs need to be ‘reasonable’ on both
sides they also need to have teeth and sanctions.

www.venson.com

No driver, but the EZ-Pro
will have a concierge on
board to help ensure
good customer service

AVOID ‘COOKIE-CUTTER’ APPROACH

As every business is different, when sourcing a supplier beware
of the companies that apply a ‘cookie-cutter’ or ‘one-size ﬁts
all’ approach to your ﬂeet management and funding needs.
Instead look for suppliers who will be ready to offer ﬂexible
solutions tailored to your organisation and who make ﬂeet
management their primary focus.

email: sales@venson.com

tel: 08444 99 1402

Renault teams up with DPD to develop ‘last
mile’ autonomous delivery van concept
With a range of 186 miles on a single charge, the Ez-Pro is intended to keep going all day
By Jeremy Bennett
‘last mile’ autonomous delivery van concept
conceived in partnership with global logistics
firm DPD has been unveiled by Renault.
Designed for city centre use, the Ez-Pro
consists of a manned pod linked virtually to up
to four cargo-carrying platforms.
While manned, the lead ‘command’ pod
would be occupied by a concierge rather than a driver, the
manufacturer says of its vision of an inner-city LCV in 2030,
unveiled at the Hannover Motor Show in September.
Each of the ‘robo-pods’ would have a range of 300 kilometres (186 miles) on a single charge.
In a city environment, Renault believes this would enable
the Ez-Pro to be used almost continuously between battery
charges. Utilisation could be further enhanced by the battery
being topped up on dynamic inductive charging – the EV
being charged wirelessly via technology built into the road’s
surface, whether stationary or on the move.
Driven autonomously, the pods could each split off from
the linked ‘road train’ for separate destinations where they
would deliver or pick up goods – or be used as retail outlets
or parcel collection points. The Ez-Pro would reduce
congestion by limiting delivery journeys.
Pods are designed for specific requirements – from goods
storage to a stall or coffee shop that would be lifted on and
off the wheeled platform at transport hubs supplied by
trucks on the outskirts of cities in a similar way to the movement of shipping containers today.
“A convoy of pods leaving from the same hub and managed
by the same logistics operator can carry different types of
goods and merchandise, each pod having its own paymaster,
theme, clientele and delivery place,” Renault says.
“They are, however, operated by the same electric and

A

4.8m

parcels a day are
delivered globally by DPD

autonomous platform. In the same manner, a pod can make
a series of deliveries for one online store and another series
for a different store. These shared scenarios contribute to
maximise productivity and save costs.”
The concierge would be needed to provide the essential
‘human touch’ when handing over items to customers,
Renault believes. The lead pod, while equipped with a control
joystick and four-wheel steering, would really be a workspace for the employee. They would do whatever was
required for them to be working most efficiently and to
provide the best customer service.
DPD, which delivers 4.8 million parcels a day worldwide,
worked with Renault on Ez-Pro to identify realistic scenarios
for its use and will continue to influence the design and use
of the electrically-powered, autonomous and connected LCV.
“Together we are sharing our vision of future goods and
service transport requirements, ensuring they are relevant
to our customers,” says Philippe Diviné, Renault’s LCV
strategy director. A pod equipped with storage lockers was
part of the vehicle’s reveal as an example of how DPD could
provide a collection solution for its parcel customers.
The battery range was specified by DPD as representing
realistic urban use. It also helped influence the size and
cargo capacity of the pods, the self-parking function that
would allow the concierge to leave their pod and not spend
time looking for a space and the ability to summon the
Ez-Pro via a mobile app.
Cargo volume for the Ez-Pro is six cubic metres for the
lead pod, up to one tonne, or 12m3 (two tonnes) for the ‘robopod’.
Diviné is pragmatic about the likelihood of its vision
becoming reality.
“This is our vision today of what an electricallypowered, connected and autonomous van could
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Sponsored by

Autonomous technology
look like in 2030 based on the technology and the
understanding of urban transport needs and environmental considerations we are facing now,” he
says. “This vision can change as the technology develops and
or needs change. Like any concept we want feedback on it
from customers such as DPD.”
The Ez-Pro is the second vehicle revealed by Renault this
year as it builds on its six-year goal for ‘sustainable mobility
for all’ outlined in its Drive the Future plan launched in 2017.
Alongside financial objectives of revenues exceeding
€70 billion (£62.4bn) and an operating margin of more than
7%, it expects to increase vehicle sales by more than 40%
to in excess of five million units, compared to 3.5m in 2016.
It will lead the way in operating the most electric vehicles in
its range: eight pure electric and 12 hybrids.
Ez-Pro was preceded by the unveiling of Ez-Go at the
Geneva Motor Show in March (www.fleetnews.co.uk/ez-gogeneva). A ‘robot-vehicle’, the electric car could take up to six
passengers and, with no steering wheel or driver, move
autonomously at a maximum 30mph.

Third Ez model launched
The third and final of Renault’s trilogy of current concept cars
was dubbed a robo-vehicle by the manufacturer at its
unveiling at the 2018 Paris Motor Show. The EZ-Ultimo is a
premium ride-hailing car, ‘a mobile lounge’ incorporating
wood, marble and leather, for use in ride-hailing on-demand,
for between an hour and a day.
Alongside the Zoe and Twizy in its electric car range,
Renault offers an electric Kangoo and will soon be marketing

“With Ez-Pro we continue our exploratory
work around future urban shared mobility”

Security
Solutions
for valuables
Security
Solutions
for
in transit
valuables
in transit

Laurens van den Acker, Renault

the Master ZE (zero emission) to give what it claims
is the most comprehensive electric LCV line-up in the UK.
Meanwhile truck manufacturers are also playing their
part. Volvo-owned Renault Trucks will introduce a range of
fully electric trucks in 2019 after 10 years of testing vehicles
designed for “urban and inner city situations”. (www.
commercialfleet.org/renaultelectrictruck).
These would bring goods to hubs surrounding major urban
centres, where the container pods would be unloaded onto
the wheeled platforms.
Laurens van den Acker, senior vice president, Renault
corporate design, says: “With Ez-Pro, we continue our
exploratory work around future urban shared mobility.
“Focused on delivery solutions, this autonomous,
connected and electric concept represents the ideal tool,
being both a creator of opportunity for professionals and a
facilitator of services for all its users, direct or indirect.
“It is based on Renault’s expertise in commercial vehicles
and on the brand’s DNA, which places people at the heart
of its solutions.”
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Now van drivers can get
some rest in comfort too
> Fits most high roof panel vans
> Folds down into loadspace
in seconds
> Tested to 200kg load capacity
> Footrest extension gives
extra legroom

Fixes to
bulkhead
behind driver

> Quilted, insulated canopy
> Comfortable foam mattress

Full
Fullmodel
model list
list and
and prices
available on our
website
available
ourwebsite

> Fitted from £997.00 ex VAT
> Supply only from £927.00 ex VAT
> Curtains, heater and comfort
pack options available

www.checkmatesafes.co.uk
Tel: 01308 423871

Call us today

01728 723675
HATCHERCOMP.CO.UK

EZ-Pro is not seen by Renault as the solution for the long-term
Renault admits the Ez-Pro is not an entirely
realistic vision of a future LCV, but insists that
while it plans to meet transportation needs more
than 10 years from now, its planning is as much
focused on fleets’ needs in the short-term as it is
those in 2030.
Philippe Divine (right), Renault’s LCV strategy
director, outlined the factors supporting the
manufacturer’s current plans to Fleet News.
Commercial Fleet: 2030 is so far away as to be
irrelevant to the issues facing LCV operators now
or in the next five years. Why should the Ez-Pro be
of relevance to fleet decision-makers more
concerned about the short-term?
Philippe Divine: Our vehicles will continue to evolve
as you would expect following visual trends and
practical requirements. But there are four major
factors disrupting current trends: electrification
to meet city emission requirements, connectivity,
user-orientated services and functionality and
autonomy towards driverless vehicles. You will see
technologies supporting these emerging in our
vehicles sooner or later. Ez-Pro in an interpretation
of the technologies we see impacting on logistics in
2030. It’s the start of the journey – not the complete
answer.
CF: Will you see a short-term shift in your revenue
model away from vehicle purchase or long-term
lease towards non-ownership, pay per use?
PD: It is an option and I wouldn’t discard it. But
speaking specifically about commercial vehicles,
schemes of this type are already in place. For

example, there are operators moving refrigerated
goods already running the required vehicles on a
pay per use basis. It’s easy to find people who
don’t lease, but rent vehicles during peak periods
of demand.
CF: Are you looking at increasing the utilisation of
a vehicle to ensure they are being used 80-100% of
the working day?
PD: Such a goal has informed the thinking of the
battery range of the Ez-Pro. Today, many
companies tell us a big part of their fleet dedicated
to parcel delivery and of a comparable size to the
Ez-Pro are expected to be used from morning until
evening in a single shift without returning to the
hub to reload or recharge.

CF: What’s the future of service, maintenance
repair schedules and costs on LCVs with Ez-Pro
technology in mind?
PD: The drivetrain is more efficient to maintain in
an electric vehicle rather than a conventional
petrol or diesel engine. For example, you don’t need
to change the oil. At some point, if we manage to
get autonomous vehicles on the road, it will be
because there is a clear advance in terms of safety
– so less braking means less brake wear and tear
and lower maintenance and repair costs. However,
the opposite is also true. Autonomous, connected
electric vehicles will be more complex. Technology
upgrades will be more frequent and significant,
from software to hardware, from fitting a more
advanced battery to a computer with greater
processing power. The SMR activity could change,
but I can’t tell you the impact on downtime and
cost. The skillset of those carrying out the work
will have to change, no doubt.
CF: How much will customers pay for the Ez-Pro?
PD: The only answer I give is customers, like DPD,
will be willing to pay for it because globally it’s
cheaper than paying for a driver and a conventional
vehicle.
CF: How long has diesel got a part to play in the
Renault range?
PD: We see the opposition to diesel, but I can’t give
you an answer. Our plan to increase electrification of
the range started more than 10 years ago and we’re
only going to continue to further its importance and
increase the choice of electric vehicles.
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Polybush cover a range of LCV:
Citroen, Fiat, Ford, Iveco,
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Stop premature bush fails,
Stop buying costly arms,
Start trusting Polybush.

Save money on parts,
workshop costs and
downtime.

Polybush continue to solve
problems for fleets, get in touch
today, so we can solve yours.

sales@polybush.co.uk

Insight: Funding trends

rental
fleets seek flexibility
in times of uncertainty
Ability to add or subtract vehicles with little notice or penalty is proving popular in some sectors
By Matt de Prez
leet operators face an array of choice when it
comes to vehicle funding. While there is no onesize-fits-all approach to choosing the right method,
getting it wrong can have severe implications.
Flexibility is becoming an increasingly important
factor for fleet managers, as they juggle a range of
factors to remain compliant with changing legislation and evolving business needs.
Different finance methods come with their own advantages
and disadvantages. Some, including whether vehicles stay
on or off a company’s balance sheet, may fall into the hands
of finance leaders rather than fleet teams.
Other methods could affect vehicle maintenance, lifecycles
and the condition they have to be returned in and should be
considered carefully.
Historically, commercial vehicle (CV) operators have been
more likely to buy vehicles outright either using cash or
external financing. More recently, the trend has changed and
more businesses are looking at contract hire, hire purchase
and finance leasing.

f

430,000
vans are funded by the uk’s
50 largest leasing companies

Rental is also becoming increasingly popular, although it is
usually utilised alongside another funding method.

leasing/contract hire
Van operators are more likely to favour leasing, especially
those with larger fleets. In the 2018 Fleet200 survey, more
than half of respondents were acquiring vehicles through
contract hire, with a further 21% using finance lease.
Leasing companies have become much better at servicing
the CV market, with many now providing specialist divisions
to deal with van fleet customers.
This year, the UK’s 50 largest leasing companies are
responsible for funding more than 430,000 vans. The
majority (90%) are provided on contract hire.
“Contract hire is becoming more and more popular for
businesses operating a van fleet,” says Russell Adams,
commercial vehicle manager at Lex Autolease.
“Amid fast-paced technological and regulatory change,
decision-makers want to retain flexibility and make sure they

get the right van for the job. The shift towards low emission
vehicles, implementation of clean air zones and the prospect
of updated Euro emissions standards are all increasing the
demand for expert consultancy. As a result, we’re also seeing
an increase in fully outsourced solutions, so decision-makers
can always access specialist experience and knowledge.”
Contract hire provides the advantages of all-inclusive fixed
monthly costs, with servicing, repair and maintenance (SMR)
bundled in one price. Hire periods can be set to match a
company’s operating contracts and the entire monthly rental
fee is tax-deductible.
However, if a business needs to end the contract early, the
penalties can be high.
Stewart Wiseman, group fleet manager at Nationwide
Window Cleaning, has a mixture of contract hire, lease
purchase, hire purchase and outright purchase vehicles.
Now he is looking at the possibility of a full contract hire
fleet with shorter replacement cycles of three years,
following a recent business acquisition.
“We’d be giving all that risk possibly to someone else,
which helps our budgeting and because of the synergy with
the merged company, there are some benefits to be had,”
Wiseman says.
He also knows from experience that using an external
provider could save time.

Multiple options
Larger fleets, operating more than 500 vans, are more likely
to have more than one funding avenue, according to the
Fleet200 data.
The survey found that more than half (59%) of 63 operators
rely on a sole funding route, with 35% opting for two and the
remainder three or four.

“It is useful to
have a variety
of funding
options
available to
ensure we
have the
best one”
Paul Gatti,
Royal Mail

Royal Mail operates the largest fleet in the UK, with 41,500
vans and 6,000 trucks.
It uses outright purchase and finance lease to fund its van
fleet, using multiple leasing suppliers.
The company’s fleet director Paul Gatti says: “Royal Mail
seeks to ensure that we obtain the right funding solution for
all our capital needs. It is useful to have a variety of funding
options available to ensure we have the best one and also to
provide alternatives should different funding sources
become uncompetitive.
“For the same reasons we find it useful to have a variety
of funding providers. Selection of the appropriate funding
option depends on a number of factors but is driven by business need and total cost of ownership considerations.”
Fleet200 operators are continuing to favour outright
purchase for HGVs. Contract hire is the second most popular
funding method, with 36% of those surveyed using it.
Royal Mail uses a combination of outright purchase,
contract hire, finance lease and flexible rental to fund its
6,000-strong truck fleet.
“More customers are moving away from buying, or buying
direct from manufacturers, and moving towards contract
hire and leasing specialists,” says David Potter, commercial
development director at Asset Alliance.
“There is definitely a change in the marketplace. Ten years
ago, contract hire terms was traditionally four to five years.
That is changing to become much shorter. Typically, we are
seeing contract hire terms of two-to-three years for standard
tractor units.
“Mileages are becoming a key factor. The market has gone
from a standard of 120,000 per year to 150-200k
per year, where they are trying to sweat the asset
further.
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“Fleet operators want contract hire – they want to
know when they take that asset they will get a fixed
cost for the duration of that term. They don’t have to
worry about having the asset on the balance sheet, for now,
and they don’t have to worry about residuals,” adds Potter.
Lease accounting changes, which take effect from January,
will mean leased assets (including vehicles on operating
leases) will be brought on to some companies’ balance
sheets. Keeping vehicles off-balance sheet helps to keep the
debt-to-equity ratio low.
The rules are being introduced by the International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB) with the aim of giving a
more complete picture of a company’s financial position.
They apply only to companies that report under IASB, such
as those listed on the stock exchange. The generally accepted
accounting principles (GAAP), under which the majority of
small- to medium-size companies report are not affected.
Gerry Keaney, British Vehicle Rental and Leasing Association (BVRLA) chief executive, says: “Vehicle leasing continues
to grow in popularity and this has very little to do with any
balance sheet advantages.
“Its main value comes elsewhere, sheltering companies
from the risk of fluctuating vehicle values, providing them
with extra flexibility and purchasing power and freeing-up
precious working capital that would otherwise have been
spent buying an asset.”
According to Peter Jardine, Countrywide’s group fleet
manager, decisions on a fleet’s asset funding are usually
down to the view of the finance director.
“Some companies might not want to have as much liability
on the balance sheet. The lease accountancy changes make
the decision easier (if) there is no longer the off-balance
sheet advantage to contract hire,” he adds.
Rental companies are promoting the fact that the forthcoming standard allows organisations to keep a leased asset
off-balance sheet if the duration of the lease is less than 12
months and the treatment of the asset is uniform across all
vehicles of a similar type.
Caroline Sandall, deputy chair of fleet representative body
ACFO, urged fleets to be cautious if adopting a fleet-wide
approach to switch to 12-month rentals, however.
She says: “I understand why rental companies are looking
at this and that – for some fleets – this may be attractive.

£25,000
a month savings after Stantec
switched to contract hire

59%
of fleet vehicles funded
through outright purchase,
according to Sewells

However, it is likely to be limited to certain fleets where their
company portfolio is such that this change in accounting
rules does matter or where the admin burden is such that
they want to avoid it.”

Rental
Boosted by uncertainty during the last recession and the
current fears over Brexit, rental provides less risk and gives
businesses the flexibility to scale fleet size up and down to
suit seasonal demands.
Flexible rental is most popular among business services
and construction businesses, with 15% and 13% of vans
funded via that route according to the Fleet200 data.
“The options open to CV operators are contract hire with
a fixed term (associated early termination) or outright
purchase. Rental gives them both the flexibility to adjust their
fleet up and down, as their business experiences peaks and
troughs. It’s also off balance sheet,” says Stuart Russell,
specialist vehicle director at Europcar.
“Fleets are nervous about tying up their assets and their
cash. Long-term rental has been a good solution for them.”
Stantec Treatment exclusively uses flexible rental to fund
its vans after switching from contract hire. The company
calculates a saving of around £25,000 a month.
Having contract hired vans on four-year replacement
cycles, Stantec fleet manager Leah Fletcher says: “We
undertook a cost analysis early in 2017 and found that flexible
rental would be far more cost-effective. The decision has
proved very successful.”
Stantec’s van demand varied through the year, typically
peaking in winter, meaning some vehicles were under-used
at other times. However, additional vans on short-term
contracts would also be introduced due to increased workload. It found that SMR downtime could increase when vans
moved into their third year and beyond, adding to costs.
Fletcher adds: “We moved to flexible rental chiefly to make
financial savings and reduce vehicle downtime, completing
the changeover in spring 2018. The ability to off-hire at just
a week’s notice and with no cost penalty is advantageous.”
Simon Cook, LCV leader at Arval, said: “An interesting
trend we have seen is fleets starting to make increased use
of medium-term rental, often to scale-up for specific
contracts and seasonal peaks in demand. We see this as a

outright
purchase
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growth area, providing flexible fleet provision that is more
cost-effective than traditional short-term rental solutions.”
The perfect blend for a medium-to-large corporate is a
combination of rental and contract hire/outright purchase,
according to Russell.
“If you have a consistent level of business you can complement that with a bunch of flexi-lease rentals, giving flex but
also a core fleet that may cost slightly less than going full
rental,” he says.
Although rental is often seen as a short-term solution,
fleets are increasingly turning to rental for daily, medium and
long-term use to safeguard against market uncertainty.
David Brennan, CEO of Nexus Vehicle Rental, says: “Rental
offers flexibility, meaning you only pay for vehicles when
needed, minimising costs and enabling fleet capacity to be
rapidly scaled up to cope with peak periods.”
Last year, Nexus launched a HGV rental service due to
strong customer demand. While rental was only used as the
main funding method by two Fleet200 fleets in this year’s
survey, 14 said that they use it as a secondary method.
Brennan believes there will be further growth in this area
as more operators seek greater flexibility.

Outright purchase
While leasing was the most dominant funding method
among Fleet200 operators, outright purchase is the most
popular funding method across a broader range of fleets.
The 2017 Sewells Market Barometer found that 59% of
fleets funded some vehicles through outright purchase.
Many of the fleets interviewed for the survey referenced
flexibility; either by holding onto vehicles for longer when
needed, or disposing of them earlier when times are tough.
Public sector fleets were the most likely to own vehicles
outright in the Fleet200 survey, followed by the utilities sector.
John Lewis Partnership has a fleet of more than 3,500 CVs,
all owned outright. Its general manager – fleet Justin Laney
said: “Our fleet model is to buy equipment that is designed
for our purposes. But, because it is specialised and the vehicles are on a long life cycle, it is less attractive to leasing
companies because the residual value is low.”
“So we fund the fleet and we maintain it in-house to keep
standards high and the costs down. It also gives us the flexibility to de-fleet early if that is appropriate.”
West Yorkshire Police is one of the public sector fleets to
buy its van fleet. Head of transport Steve Thompson says:
“We do benchmark against the leasing sector, but outright
purchase remains more cost-effective.”

“Fleets are
nervous about
tying up their
assets and
their cash.
Long-term
rental has
been a good
solution
for them”
Stuart Russell,
Europcar

Alternative fuels
As operators adopt electric, gas and other alternatively
fuelled vehicles, the funding trends are likely to change.
The degree of flexibility around funding an electric or gas
vehicle is very different to traditional diesel because of the
unknowns regarding future values.
“Gas is relatively new to the marketplace,” explains
David Potter of Asset Alliance. “There is a big capital
increase, unknowns about maintenance and long-term
performance, but also who wants that asset in second life.
“There is a market for older diesels from an export point
of view. We do not know if that will exist for gas vehicles.”
He believes operators are less likely to buy gas or
electric trucks outright, but says the challenge for funders
is getting people to understand the wholelife cost model.
“If you take a gas vehicle it might be 75-80% more
expensive than a diesel, plus you have an increased
maintenance cost. On the model of quoting monthly, gas
will appear a lot more expensive,” Potter adds. “The saving
is on fuel. When you measure that over a three- to fiveyear period, the cost benefit starts to become apparent.”
Contract terms are, therefore, likely to be longer for
those vehicles, as it is the only way to enable operators to
get the payback.
Gnewt Cargo is the only business featured in this year’s
Fleet 200 with a 100% electric fleet. Alphabet and
DriveElectric provide Gnewt’s 60 electric vans.
Initially, Gnewt Cargo bought its vans. But, as the
company expanded, it needed cash to invest in the business
rather than in vehicles. Also, electric vehicle technology
was moving at such a pace that it didn’t want to own
vehicles for many years and find they were outdated.
“We initially worked with DriveElectric because it was
tailored towards plug-in vehicles and it was smaller and
offered a personal approach, which I like. Some four or
five years ago Alphabet was introduced because of our
requirement for a large number of vehicles quickly,”
says Gnewt director Sam Clarke.
“It is not just numbers on a page and the unit cost of
vehicles, which makes it different from buying diesel vans.
It is about what is right for a business now and what will
be right in the future, the recharging infrastructure, the
power supply and other factors. It is no longer just about
the van,” Clarke adds.
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BCA reports sustained long
term growth for LCV values
verage light commercial
vehicle values remained
strong at BCA as
professional buyers competed
both in-lane and online during
October. The headline value of
£7,324 was well ahead year-onyear, underlining the long-term
trend for signiﬁcant and
sustained value growth across
the LCV sector.
Values were up by £560,
equivalent to an 8.4% increase
over the same period in 2017,
despite mileage rising.
Month-on-month, average age
and mileage rose, reﬂecting a
shift in overall model mix as a
higher percentage of dealer
part-exchange vans sold during
October.

rOLLerCOAster ride FOr new
VAns bOOsts the used mArket
Economic uncertainties have helped make 2018 a strong
one for auction sales and signs remain positive
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Professional buyers competed strongly in-lane and online throughout October

Nearly-new

price) falling by just half a
percentage point to 40.47%.

Fleet and lease
Fleet and lease LCV values
remained strong at £8,324 in
October, the fourth highest
value on record in the sector
with age and mileage rising
over the month. Values were
ahead of the same period last
year by £540 (6.9%) with
retained value against MRP
(manufacturer recommended

Part-exchange
Average part-exchange LCV
values were steady at £4,621, the
second highest value recorded
in this sector. Year-on-year
values increased by £206 (4.6%),
despite both comparative age
and mileage rising, the latter by
nearly 7,000 miles.

Nearly-new LCV values rose in
October to £16,236, the third
highest monthly value this year.
Year-on-year values at BCA
were ahead by £609, equivalent
to a 3.8% uplift compared with
October 2017. As always, these
values have to be taken in the
context of the volumes reaching
the market, the model mix factor
and availability of stock.
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By Dean Bowkett
s the industry prepares to take a well-earned
seasonal break it is fair to say that 2018 has been
a rollercoaster journey for the new van market
with as many months seeing sales rise as there
were months where sales fell.
After the 6.1% decline in new light commercial vehicle
(LCV) in September which was 3,520 less vans, October shot
up by 3,526 LCVs as the market rose 14.1%, totally recovering
September’s deficit.
By the end of October, the UK LCV market was down just
1.6% in 2018 with 302,741 new LCVs registered. This puts the
UK on track to exceed the 350,000 mark for the whole year.
The growth in online shopping is continuing to drive
demand, particularly for larger LCVs in the 2.5t-3.5t group
which accounted for 63% of all new LCV sales in 2018 , one
percentage point up on 2017.
If the new van market has been a rollercoaster the used
LCV market has been more like that 1988 hit by Yazz and the
Plastic Population, The Only Way Is Up, as used LCV prices
broke record after record each month.
Stuart Pearson, chief operating officer for UK remarketing
at BCA, said: “As we have reported consistently throughout
this year, the LCV market at BCA has seen continued growth.”
BCA reported the average LCV sales price rose to 8.4%
(£7,324) in October even though the average mileage went
up by 2.9% to 69,651, with average age dropping only by 0.69
of a month.
Part of the reason why values are continuing to rise is the
changes coming in 2019, including London’s Ultra-Low
Emission Zone (ULEZ), the clean air zones (CAZs) in other
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£7,324
average LCV sales price
in October – up 8.4%

parts of the country, Brexit and not forgetting the September
1, 2019, introduction of WLTP for LCVs.
In fact, the demand for Euro 6 vans is so strong it is pushing
up prices to the point where they are almost competing with
heavily discounted new vans.
BCA noted that nearly-new LCVs rose by 3.8% compared
with October 2018.
Both Glass’s and Cap HPI also commented on how demand
is outstripping supply for vans which can meet these CAZ
restrictions to the extent that prices are rocketing upwards.
Andy Picton, chief commercial vehicle editor at Glass’s
reported buyers are having to pay “10% more on average
over this period” putting the blame on a shortage of good
quality used supply. Picton also said that, as at BCA, this was
despite the average age increasing and the average mileage
going up by more than 2,600 miles.
While Cap HPI said that October saw a particularly high
increase in used LCV sales it also believes that shortages in
supply are creeping in which will continue to drive prices
upwards for all van sectors, irrespective of condition.
Ken Brown, Cap HPI Red Book editor – light commercial
vehicles & motorhomes, said: “We’ve witnessed many examples of professional buyers paying well above guide price for
vehicles that were exhibiting significant amounts of damage,
particularly in the medium and large van sectors.”
It therefore comes as no surprise that the higher prices
and shortages in supply are also resulting in higher conversion rates with Picton noting a four-month successive rate
of growth in first-time conversions peaking at
82.9% for October.
There seems to be no divergence in sales
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Insight: Remarketing

Long-term test
LL29 DCI 145 FORMULA EDITION

RENAULT TRAFIC

success between vendor types either with BCA
saying that both corporate and dealer sales are
doing well and achieving “excellent conversion
rates”.
According to BCA, the fleet and leasing sector saw its
fourth highest value on record in October in the face of rising
mileages and ages which makes the 6.9% year-on-year
growth even more remarkable.
Dealer part-exchange vans did even better as they rose by
4.6% to £4,621, the second highest on record, even though
average mileage went up by almost 7,000 miles.
Online sales also continue to grow with BCA reporting that
“many vendor sections (are) now selling 50% of stock to BCA
Live Online bidders”.
Retail shopping is not just helping to keep some momentum
in new van sales, it is also helping underpin demand in the
used market.
Tim Spencer, LCV sales manager at Shoreham Vehicle
Auctions (SVA), reported that “many small businesses or
owner operators (are) replacing their vehicles ready for a
busy few weeks delivering the billion of pounds-worth of
goods consumers have bought online for Xmas”.
We also see trade buyers snapping up stock ready to meet
the usually busy period at the start of the year when small
businesses often look to refresh their fleets, compounding
the supply and demand issue.
But fleet operators are not just looking at the need to fulfil
the seasonal shopping demand. They are also only too aware
that we are now facing some cold and wintry months ahead
and that means the usual uplift in demand and prices for
4x4s which has been reported by both trade guides.
Cap HPI said that not only was demand strong for the 4x4
workhorse pick-ups but that there was increasing trade
demand for 4x4 lifestyle pick-ups.
Picton also noted that in the 4x4 segment it was those with
the highest specification and “ideally with automatic gearboxes” which were performing well.
This demand for lifestyle commercial vehicles with good
specification is worth noting in conjunction with the constant
reminder about the rise in online shopping resulting in
increasing demand for LCVs, new and used.
A lot of the couriers are self-employed, and their van may
also have to be the family vehicle, something Picton noted
by the demand for crew cabs.
According to SVA’s Spencer, “small businesses are
increasingly looking for a used van that makes an impact

It’s been ‘sweet’, but this parting is mainly tinged with sorrow

Price as tested

£32,210
Payload

1,280kg
Fuel economy

45.6mpg
C02 emissions

160g/km
In strong demand according to
the guides – 4x4 workhorses
and lifestyle pick-ups

Online
For the latest news on
the remarketing sector,
visit commercialfleet.
org/remarketing

when they are on the road or parked at a customer’s house”.
He added that SVA has noticed how demand for coloured
vans is very much on the increase with a premium of £500
being paid over an identical age, mileage and condition white
van.
That is pretty much another year over and I think it has
been the year of the used van with rocketing sales and prices.
But what can we expect for 2019?
Quarter one is likely to see a flurry of interest in the used
van sector, while the new LCV market remains on a watching
brief as we face Brexit on March 29 followed by the introduction of London’s ULEZ on April 8.
Heading through quarter two and three, the wider introduction of the Worldwide harmonised Light vehicle Test
Procedure (WLTP) is set to see a lot of push in the new LCV
market as OEMs carry out similar actions they used in the
car market a year earlier and fleet operators look to take
advantage of some of the enticing offers that will inevitably
be available.
This means we may well see a shortage of certain new
vans from September onwards so if you operate your own
fleet and are considering when to make the change keep this
in mind.
The need to keep the retail and business wheels turning
despite this uncertainty in the new van market should be
good news once again for used van vendors so let’s raise a
toast to that and pass around the mince pies.

What the experts say

“As we have reported
consistently throughout
this year, the light
commercial vehicle
market at BCA has seen
continued growth”

“We’ve witnessed many
examples of professional
buyers paying well above
guide price for vehicles
exhibiting significant
amounts of damage”

“Small businesses are
increasingly looking for a
used van that makes an
impact when they are on
the road or parked at a
customer’s house”

Stuart Pearson, BCA

Ken Brown, Cap HPI

Tim Spencer, Shoreham Vehicle Auctions
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The Traﬁc would be our tester’s
medium panel van of choice

Two small gripes
apart, it’s a great interior
By Trevor Gehlcken
he time has finally come to send our dashing
Renault Trafic back to its maker, having served
us faithfully and reliably for the past six months
or so.
Years ago when running long termers, we
invariably reported a catalogue of mishaps,
disasters and breakdowns. But, nowadays technology has advanced at such a rate that very rarely does
anything go wrong – a huge boost, of course, both financially
and logistically, for any fleet operator.
Our Renault goes back with a clean bill of health and a
great big tick in the “wow” box from us, because this
particular Trafic is rather special – it’s the Formula Edition,
loaded with bling and extra stuff you don’t usually get on a
commercial vehicle.
Funnily enough, the engine is exactly the same as the one
in lesser models, pumping out 145PS and 340Nm of torque.
But, in our book, that’s plenty of oomph for a van and we
have not once found this vehicle lacking in the power department.
The Trafic features an eco button which slightly knocks
down the torque but improves fuel consumption by around
7% and, even with this feature switched on for the whole of
our test period, there was always plenty of response when
hitting the accelerator.
This model certainly isn’t cheap at £32,210 (ex-VAT) but if
you want to get noticed, I can’t think of a better way of doing
so. Obviously, our test model came without signage but, with
a company logo attached, everyone will look at it – and read
whatever message happens to be emblazoned in the side at
the same time.
The Trafic has notched up just more than 7,000 miles while
with us and many of those miles have been long distance
journeys from Southend to Devon – a trip of some six hours
and 300 miles. With a short break halfway, both my wife and
I invariably arrive at our destination feeling fresh and without
any sign of back twinges.
But the Trafic has not only been a dazzling looker – it’s
hugely practical, too. In long wheelbase format, the van will

T

SPEC
Gross vehicle weight (kg): 2,960
Power (PS/rpm): 145/3,500
Torque (Nm/rpm): 340/1,500
Load volume (cu m): 6.0
Payload (kg): 1,280
Comb fuel economy (mpg): 46.3
Test fuel economy: 45.6mpg
CO2 emission (g/km): 160
Price as tested (ex-VAT): £32,210
Mileage: 7,198
The van will swallow six cubic metres of cargo

“If you want to
get noticed, I
can’t think of
a better way
of doing so”

swallow six cubic metres of cargo and on several occasions
it was brought into play to help friends and family shift
various items of household goods.
Luckily, it is full plylined so, despite some pretty grubby
work, Renault will be able to pull off the various bits of wood
and reveal a still shiny interior before the van is finally sold.
The niggles are few and far between. But, if I have to be
ultra-picky, one problem is that the side pockets in the doors
are virtually impossible to get at while on the move. So, if you
put a box of tissues there for use while driving along, you
probably won’t be able to get it out again when you need it.
The other is that the mobile phone holder on top of the
dash isn’t big enough to hold many of today’s smartphones.
Those two gripes apart, this van has constantly surprised
and pleased me, both with its superb comfort and its impeccable driving manners on the road.
In fact, I’d go as far as to say that were I to buy a medium
panel van for myself, this is probably the one I would choose
– although my purse would stretch only to one of the lesser
models, admittedly.
That honest assertion should prove a massive pat on the
back for Renault.
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Driven
Model: Mercedes-Benz

eActros
Mercedes-Benz eActros shows potential for electric heavy trucks
By Tim Campbell
uch has been made of the apparent gallop
towards the electrification of private cars.
It’s difficult to pick up a newspaper or watch
other media without some reference to it.
But, as always, trucks and vans rarely get
a look in.
That doesn’t mean nothing is happening in
the sector. Indeed, some of most exciting developments for
alternative fuels and, particularly, electric trucks is taking
place right now.
Many pundits appear to have written off the operational
usefulness of heavy trucks within an urban environment,
leaving the final mile delivery to light commercial vehicles.
But this thought process is starting to be challenged.
Consider a rigid heavy goods vehicle at around 25 tonnes
with rear steer for greater city manoeuvrability matched
with the ability to deliver a payload equivalent to around 12/13
light commercial vehicles. As such, it will reduce urban
congestion so it has to be an exciting proposition for certain
city deliveries.
This has obviously been in the mind of the research and
development (R&D) team at Mercedes-Benz as, in 2016, it
became the first manufacturer in the world with a heavyduty electric truck.
Two years later, Mercedes is at the stage where customer
trials are taking place involving 10 eActros vehicles in two
variants with gross vehicle weights (gvws) of 18 or 25 tonnes.
At a recent press event we had the opportunity to take a
three-axle variant on the road with one of Daimler’s development team.
Of course, the traditional driveline of a diesel-engined
vehicle is different from its electric cousin and here the drive
system comprises of two electric motors located close to
the rear-axle wheel hubs.
These three-phase asynchronous motors are liquidcooled and operate with a nominal voltage of 400 volts and
generate an output of 125kW with maximum torque of
485Nm for each motor. The gearing ratios convert this into
2 x 11,000Nm which Mercedes-Benz claims results in a
driving specification equivalent to a diesel engine.
While the combined driveline specification is relatively
unique to the eActros, Mercedes-Benz has endeavoured to
use standard components already in service with other
hybrid/electric projects within the automotive sector.

M

Promoting the clean, quiet
and sustainable message
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Price as tested

n/a
Ground clearance has been
raised more than 200mm

Payload

13,000kg
Warranty

regenerative braking returns
energy to the battery

n/a

Lack of noise from the
engine makes the eActros
a potential winner for
inner city deliveries

In the middle of
the display is an lcd
screen headed batterie

11
packs of batteries

200kms
is the quoted range

For instance, the drive axle is based on the ZF AVE 130 that
has already been used as a low-floor portal axle in hybrid
and fuel-cell buses although it’s been revised for the eActros.
The axle housing has been completely redesigned and is
mounted in a higher position, increasing the ground clearance by more than 200mm. The maximum permissible axleplated weight is at the usual European 11.5 tonnes.
The batteries are in 11 packs, three of which are in the
frame area, the other eight are to be found underneath the
chassis. Discharged batteries can be fully recharged
between three and 11 hours, assuming a realistic charging
capacity of 20-80kW and the charging standard is the
Combined Charging System.
The LV (low voltage) on-board network is made up of two
conventional 12-volt batteries charged from the high-voltage
batteries via a DC-DC converter.
This ensures all relevant vehicle functions such as lights,
indicators, brakes, air suspension systems and cab systems
remain operational in the event of the high-voltage network
failing or being switched off. The high-voltage network can
only be activated if both LV batteries are charged.
The Lithium-ion batteries have an output of 240kWh and
are already in service within Daimler Group as the power
behind a number of EvoBus projects. Therefore, according
to Daimler, they can no longer be considered prototypes.
The basis for the eActros chassis is provided by the frame
of a standard Actros but, after that, the similarities end as
the rest of the chassis has been designed specifically for an

electric drive system, with a high proportion of specific
components.
For safety reasons, the battery packs are protected by
steel housings and, in the event of a collision, the mountings
give way and deform which diverts the energy past the
batteries without damaging them.
The high-voltage batteries do not just supply energy to the
drive system, but to the vehicle as a whole. Ancillary components such as the air compressor for the braking system,
the power steering pump, the compressor for the cab airconditioning system etc. are also all electrically powered.
Suspension remains in-line with the more conventional
diesel truck and braking also remains the same, although of
course, regenerative braking takes place under load and
consequently returns energy to the batteries.
The cab remains the same as you would find on any
Mercedes-Benz heavy truck with only the instrument panel
changing to accommodate the required information
concerning range (currently quoted as 200kms), battery
condition and regeneration braking situation etc.
Climbing into the cab is no different to climbing inside any
diesel variant but it all changes as you sit down and look at
the instrument panel.
In front is the standard-looking panel, but in the middle is
a LCD screen headed batterie (this can be scrolled through
for various features). It has two icons one for the battery
percentage (in my case 68%) and the other for the voltage
(27.9v). Also the large right hand dial (the left is speed) instead

spec
price as tested: n/a
Gross vehicle weight (kg): 25,000
engine capacity (cc): n/a
Output (ps): 315
Torque (Nm): 2 x 11,000Nm
payload (kg): 13,000
Warranty n/a

of showing engine revs, has a needle that defaults to 12
o’clock and goes to the right if energy is used and to the left
when energy is been returned via the braking system, for
instance, when the standard retarder stalk is used to slow
the vehicle.
Selecting D for drive elicits little more than a low hum and
a couple of clicks as the batteries start up and set the vehicle
off silently. This is a big vehicle and it’s the first time I have
been in an all-electric truck of this size. I have to say I am
impressed.
The vehicle responds like any other Actros except that the
acceleration is fast, instant and controlled. The wind going
past the mirrors is the only noise to be heard and with the
latest Actros this will go as well.
The truck doesn’t handle noticeably differently from the
conventional diesel even though the packaging and weight
distribution is different.

verdicT
It’s obvious the cab environment feels and sounds a
lot better without any engine noise and this, coupled
with good acceleration, makes it potentially a great
combination for urban delivery. Of course, price
(currently not available) will probably be the ultimate
decider but total life costs may make this a viable
proposition in certain inner city operations.
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CommercialFleet
Fleet News January 2019:
Fleet News moves to a monthly magazine and
will incorporate Commercial Fleet.
Why? Increasingly, the topics relevant to fleet
are important to businesses operating cars,
vans and trucks. Many are running all three.
Commercial Fleet email newsletters will continue to be published,
on a weekly basis. Register to continue receiving this content:
www.commercialfleet.org/register. You can unsubscribe at any time.

For the full story visit:
www.fleetnews.co.uk/fleetnews2019

FleetNews

THIS MOVE MAKES
A LOT OF SENSE.
THERE ARE SO MANY
TOPICS THAT IMPACT
BOTH CAR AND
COMMERCIAL FLEETS,
IT’S ENTIRELY
APPROPRIATE TO
ADDRESS ISSUES IN
A SINGLE ARTICLE.
WE SHOULD ALL BE
LOOKING AT ‘FLEET’
IN THE WIDER
CONTEXT NOW

Fleet News 2019: Your magazine evolves
to help you meet unprecedented challenges

commercialfleet.org
The only website that matters for van and truck ﬂeet operators

LATEST INDUSTRY NEWS
The latest van and truck news from across the industry is
posted each day – look out for our weekly Friday newsletter.

CASE STUDIES AND INSIGHT

Upcoming
events
December 13
FTA Logistics Awards
Royal Lancaster London

February 12-13
Move Conference
Excel London

Discover how van and truck ﬂeets have tackled cost, safety and
environmental issues with our archive of proﬁles and insight.

VAN RUNNING COST CALCULATORS
Our interactive calculators let you compare vans on price,
CO2 and running cost (fuel, SMR and residual values).

DIESEL COST CALCULATOR
Work out the difference an increase in economy could make to
your ﬂeet’s fuel cost – by individual vehicle or your entire ﬂeet.
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March 20
Fleet News Awards
Grosvenor House Hotel, London

April 10-11
Smart Transportation and
Mobility Conference
ILEC London
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And they are here to provide dedicated advice to ﬂeet
decision-makers on key areas within their businesses
This new series of ‘Everything You Need To Know About...’ videos
enables Fleet News’s commercial partners, who are experts in their ﬁeld,
to provide key insight and practical advice on speciﬁc aspects of running
ﬂeets for ﬂeet decision-makers to implement in their businesses.
These short videos are full of practical tips that, ultimately, will drive
far-reaching improvements.
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We gave back over

£331k
in unused LCV
mileage last year.
That’s an average of
£679 per van.

Our average
end-of-lease charge
last year was

£47
only

92%
of our customers
think we’re easy
to deal with.**

The industry average for
LCV’s was £416.*

We’re proud to do
business differently.
0141 332 2626
acvm.sales@arnoldclark.com
acvm.com

*Originally published by Fleet News 2017. **According to Fleet Eye survey.
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